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1. OVERVIEW
Introduction. Thank you for your interest in the TACP officer career field, Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) 
19ZXB. This document outlines the application procedures for becoming a TACP-O. Applicants familiar with 
earlier versions of this package should review this document carefully as it undergoes frequent revision. General 
information about the career field can be found by searching for Special Warfare Officer at 
https://www.airforce.com or by emailing 6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL. 

Career Field Description. The TACP-O specialty integrates joint fires during joint and multinational operations. 
TACP-Os develop joint fires support plans in the course of the targeting cycle to maximize lethal and nonlethal 
effects during deliberate and dynamic targeting. They participate in target product development, weaponeering, 
collateral damage estimation, provide assessment of munitions effectiveness and battle damage, and deliver reattack 
recommendations. As joint leaders and the direct representatives of the Combined/Joint Force Air Component 
Commander, they are the primary Air Force advisors to US Army, joint, multinational and special operations ground 
force commanders for the integration of air, space, and cyberspace power. They plan, request, coordinate, and 
control Close Air Support as Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC). They synchronize and integrate combat 
airspace, artillery, naval gunfire and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR). They may also assign 
aircraft to ground force immediate requests for air support when serving in the Air Support Operations Center 
(ASOC). They provide command and control of air-ground operations within their assigned ground force operations 
area. Furthermore, they lead, plan, organize, and supervise day-to-day TACP Weapon System activities in-garrison 
and forward deployed. As Special Warfare Officers, they operate under the most austere conditions for extended 
periods, independent of an established airbase or its perimeter defenses. When deployed with tactical ground forces, 
they employ small unit tactics, conduct close quarters battle, casualty collection, vehicle operations, and prepare 
deployed sites. TACP-Os are aligned with Army Airborne or Air Assault units will be required to complete and 
maintain the appropriate qualifications. 

2. CAREER FIELD ELIGIBILITY
The demanding nature of the career field presents challenges on day one, requiring exceptional leadership 
qualities to ensure success. Maturity, strong analytical decision making, physical fitness, mental agility, 
professionalism, interpersonal skills, tactical and technical proficiency are prized traits of a TACP-O. Eligibility 
criteria for males and females are listed below: 

o Security clearance: Applicant must be eligible to obtain a Top Secret clearance
o Retention: 6-year active duty service commitment upon completion of training pipeline

 *IF SELECTED AT PHASE II AND THE CANDIDATE COMPLETES THE TACP
TRAINING PIPELINE, THE INDIVIDUAL WILL INCUR A 6-YEAR ACTIVE
DUTY SERVICE COMMITMENT (ADSC) FOLLOWING GRADUATION OF THE
TACP FORMAL TRAINING UNIT (FTU)*

o Volunteer for Hazardous Duty (JTAC and static-line parachuting)
o Background: Outstanding resume and no negative personal history
o Medical: completion of a Special Warfare Airman (SWA) medical examination. Medical

requirements are codified in the Medical Standards Directory (see AFI 48-123) and can be
completed by contacting an Aerospace Medicine Specialist/Flight Surgeon

o Physical Fitness: At a minimum, candidates must satisfactorily complete the minimum scores on
the Physical Ability and Stamina Test (PAST) *Updated January 2021

o Each candidate must complete and maintain the requirements for Special Warfare Officer, TACP
Officer duty as detailed in the Air Force Officer Classification Directory dated Apr 2020 (pg. 88),
to include completion of the TACP Officer training pipeline. Failure to complete all training
requirements will result in AFSC reclassification in accordance with USAF instructions.

Upon completion of the TACP Schoolhouse/Formal Training Unit (Course ID: L3OBR19Z1B 0A0A, you will incur 
a 72 month (6 year) Active Duty Service Commitment in accordance with AFI 36-2100. 

I further acknowledge that if I enter the TACPO Basic Course (Course ID: L3OBR19Z1B 0A0A) on or after 1 
October 2022, I will incur a 6-year active duty service commitment upon graduation from the Basic Course which 
will be adjusted to match the date of graduation from the follow-on TACP Formal Training Unit (Course ID: TACP 
FTU ICC) as applicable in accordance with AFMAN 36-2100 Military Utilization and Classification, Reason Code 
84.

3. TACP OFFICER APPLICATION PROCEDURES.

TACP-O A&S is conducted four times annually and designed to identify candidates with the highest potential for  
success in pipeline training and at the operational units. Each cycle has two phases: Phase I and Phase II. In Phase I, 
the 6 CTS/Det 2, Chief of TACP Officer Accessions, organizes and conducts a board to select the top applicants. 
These applicants are invited to attend Phase II Selection, called the TACP Officer Phase Two (TOPT). Candidates 
must be able to attend TOPT as scheduled. Candidates selected during the Phase I board who are unable to attend 

http://www.airforce.com/
mailto:93AGOW.A3T@us.af.mil
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TOPT may be rescheduled if slots are available at a later date. Assessment cycles for Fiscal Year (FY) 23 are: 

Assessment Phase One Applications Due: Phase Two Execution 
23-1 03 Oct 2022 10-17 Dec 2022
23-2 03 Dec 2022 19-24 Feb 2023
23-3 04 Mar 2023 14-20 May 2023
23-4 08 Jul 2023 17-23 Sep 2023

Note. Phase two dates subject to change 

TOPT is a one-week evaluation assessing each candidate’s aptitude to complete the training pipeline and perform 
the duties of a TACP Officer. Receiving an invitation to TOPT means the Phase I selection board would like to take 
a closer look at a candidate’s potential to become a TACP Officer. Your decision to attend is voluntary and non- 
binding. Candidates must attend TOPT in TDY status, which is normally funded by Air Combat Command (ACC). 
Being selected at TOPT means the selection board has approved your entry into the career field and pipeline 
training. All candidates are informed of their status (select – pending verification that candidate meets SWA 
medical standards, non-select.) prior to departure of TOPT. 

AFROTC/USAF Academy Cadets: Cadets should submit a Phase I package before they are classified in another 
AFSC, ideally, at least 12-18 months before forecasted commissioning date. ROTC cadets must have successfully 
completed Field Training before applying. ROTC and USAFA cadets should apply during their junior year, 
however, senior cadets are not prohibited from applying. All ROTC and USAFA candidates who have been 
selected for an AFSC should coordinate with AFPC/DP2LT at AFPC.DP2LT.Workflow@us.af.mil to ensure release 
eligibility. You won’t lose your current AFSC unless/until you are selected for the TACP Officer career field 
following TOPT. 

Inter-service Transfers (IST): Prospective applicants should first reference AFI 36-2004, Inter-service Transfer 
of Officer and the Air Force Personnel Center’s IST information website: https://www.afpc.af.mil/Career- 
Management/IST/. Bear in mind that selection at TOPT does not guarantee an approved inter-service transfer; the 
processes are independent of each other. Those seeking IST are encouraged to wait until they are selected before 
submitting official IST paperwork for their service. For additional information, contact 6 CTS/Det 2, TACP Officer 
Assessment and Selection (TACP OFFICER A&S) at 6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL. 

Officer Training School (OTS): Enlisted applicants will first submit their Phase 1 application to the TACP Officer 
Phase 1 Board along with a separate document containing the TACP OTS Checklist for records review. Candidates 
will not apply directly to OTS. Candidates MUST apply through the TACP OFFICER A&S application process to 
be considered for this career field. If selected, you will be required to submit all documentation and meet all 
requirements to attend OTS. Instructions, templates, and references can be found on the Air Force Portal at: https:// 
www.my.af.mil/Application for OTS Commission 

Active Duty USAF: One-year Time on Station (TOS) is required prior to PCS. Applicants do not require release 
from their career functional managers to apply for Phase I. Any Airman who meets the eligibility criteria and initial 
qualification requirements will be released from their current career field to pursue crossflow/retraining regardless 
of manning levels within their current career field. In the event the trainee is not selected from TOPT, he/she will be 
reinstated into his/her prior career field. 

Civilians: Civilians may now apply to become a TACP Officer through the Special Warfare Airman Program 
(SWAP) and will apply through an Air Force Special Warefare Recruiter (SWR). It is Air Force policy that civilian 
college graduates and civilian college seniors within 12 months of graduation from an accredited school will be 
eligible to be placed on active duty under the SWAP for the purpose of completing Phase II selection process if the 
civilian completes Phase I of the TACP Officer Selection process. The SWR and SWAP program manager is 
responsible for gathering and submitting TACP OFFICER A&S documents. After successful completion of Phase 
II, the SWAP participant will remain contracted in SWAP and will attend Officer Training School (OTS) prior to 
beginning initial skills training. Individuals interested begin the process by contacting an active duty Air Force 
Special Warfare Recruiter (SWR) in their local area. Civilian recruits must meet the following criteria to be eligible: 

mailto:AFPC.DP2LT.Workflow@us.af.mil
https://mypers.af.mil/app/answers/detail/a_id/13457/kw/Interservice%20Transfer/p/8%2C9
https://mypers.af.mil/app/answers/detail/a_id/13457/kw/Interservice%20Transfer/p/8%2C9
https://mypers.af.mil/app/answers/detail/a_id/13457/kw/Interservice%20Transfer/p/8%2C9
http://www.afpc.af.mil/Career-Management/IST/
mailto:93AGOW.A3T@US.AF.MIL
mailto:93AGOW.A3T@US.AF.MIL
mailto:6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL
https://www.my.af.mil/gcss-af/USAF/ep/browse.do?programId=t88B4F00B408E088F01413B8ADBEA1278
https://www.my.af.mil/gcss-af/USAF/ep/browse.do?categoryId=p88B4F00B408E088F01413B866BF21274&channelPageId=s6925EC134BF10FB5E044080020E329A9
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o Be between 18 and 39 years of age at the time of commissioning
o Possess a minimum 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale for all college-level studies, as well as their academic

major, and be in good academic standing (i.e. not be on probation at time of enlistment)
o Attain a minimum score of 15 on the verbal and 10 on the quantitative sections of the AFOQT. No

exceptions to policy will be entertained for scores that do not meet the minimum requirements.
o Provide, through his/her school, official transcripts of his/her completed course work. College

seniors must provide an official letter from the school, certified by the university/college registrar,
indicating courses taken by academic term, which verifies degree to be awarded and graduation to
coincide with the SWAP. College graduates must provide a copy of his/her college graduation
degree and certified copy of official transcripts from the university/college registrar.

o Those selected at Phase II, will have to complete Officer Training School (OTS) prior to
beginning TACP OFFICER training. Phase II selection does not guarantee acceptance into OTS.
The OTS application process is separate from Phase I and Phase II. The SWR and/or SWAP
Program Manager will provide the application, information and requirements needed at the
conclusion of Phase II.

Interested civilians should contact the SWAP Program Manager at AFRS.AF.SWAP@us.af.mil for further 
details. 

Required documents for SWAP applicants are detailed in Annex A. Additional documents may be required. 
Questions about the SWAP process should be directed to your SOR or AFRS.AF.SWAP@us.af.mil  
6 CTS/Det 2 only conducts the Assessment and Selection portion of the recruiting process. 

First-Time Non-Selects: Candidates who attend TOPT (formerly known as AAA) but are not selected are not 
guaranteed an invitation in future selection cycles. If the assessment cadre identify deficiencies/weaknesses that 
they would like to see corrected before accepting you into the TACP community, you must submit an updated 
application that addresses those deficiencies. You may elect to use the same recommendations, but all other 
information should be updated appropriately, and you must accomplish a new Initial Fitness Test (IFT) (Formerly 
PAST). 

4. PHASE I
Phase I applications are due by the date specified in paragraph 3. An application may be sent any time, but once 
received it will be submitted for the next available board. Det 2, 6 CTS leads the Phase I selection process, which is 
conducted by a board of current 19ZXBs and senior enlisted TACPs. 

All candidates will receive an email notification after conclusion of the Phase I board to inform them of their 
selection status—if an applicant does not receive notification, then the applicant may request a status update. 
FEEDBACK ON PHASE I PACKAGES WILL NOT BE PROVIDED. Detailed feedback is a time- consuming 
process, and since packages are boarded against all other applications, highly qualified applicants are often not 
selected due to intense competition. If you are not selected, review your application, improve your PT scores, edit 
any personal statements and leadership recommendations and re-apply. Example packages or detailed descriptions 
of what to write will not be provided. 

5. PHASE II (TOPT)
TACP Officer candidates will participate in activities that will test their physical and leadership abilities for the 
purpose of determining if they have the potential to command and operate as Special Warfare Airmen in the 
complex and fluid Joint combat environment. TOPT is a rigorous assessment program that introduces stress 
inoculation into leadership evaluations, problem solving events, ruck marches, running for distances up to 8 miles, 
and strenuous physical fitness events. Candidates are also assessed through a battery of psychological testing and 
interviews and gauged on their ability to present scenario-based briefings in a high stress environment. To best 
prepare for the physical and mental rigors of TOPT and the 19ZXB AFSC, prospective candidates should be in top 
physical condition prior to attending. The entry-level ruck march standard is 4 miles in 60 minutes with a 45 lb. ruck 
sack, conducted in utility uniform (e.g. ABU, OCP), boots, combat helmet and M-4 training rifle. TACP Officer is a 
volunteer career field; as such, applicants may remove themselves from consideration at any time. 

Your performance will be evaluated as a team member and as an individual. You will be pushed physically 
and mentally beyond your comfort zone to assess those critical attributes in adverse situations. The cadre will 
observe and take notes on everything you do, as you will be expected to perform to the best of your ability in all 
events. 

mailto:330RCS.OL-E.BASP@us.af.mil
mailto:330RCS.OL-E.BASP@us.af.mil
mailto:330RCS.OL-E.BASP@us.af.mil
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These observations will be the basis for a selection recommendation and long-term analysis. The data will also be 
used to provide critical feedback to enhance your personal and professional growth. 

There are four ways to be dismissed during TOPT. (1) Failure to pass the Initial Fitness Test (IFT) (Formerly 
PAST) during TOPT is grounds for immediate dismissal. (2) Medical disqualification resulting from a medical 
assessment to determine your ability to safely continue TOPT. (3) Self-Initiated Elimination (SIE) means that you 
no longer wish to continue in the assessment. (4) Lastly, Quitting by Action (QBA) is a policy that allows the cadre 
to issue warnings during an assessment event, for candidates demonstrating a lack of motivation or effort to 
continue or perform at the required level of effort. Exceeding the maximum QBA warnings are grounds for removal 
from the assessment. If a candidate SIE’s or QBA’s, he/she will not be considered for any future TACP Officer 
assessment. 

Candidates should be prepared for the following: 

o Extensive psychological testing and 
interviews

o Briefing and writing skills evaluations
o Problem solving events
o Leadership ability evaluations
o Ruck marches
o Running
o Calisthenics sessions of various exercises

Those selected at TOPT will be scheduled for the TACP Officer Initial Skills training pipeline, pending verification 
that the candidate meets SWA medical standards. All TACP Officer Trainees may receive PCS orders to Lackland 
AFB, Chapman Training Annex. This assignment could be accompanied for married trainees. TACP Officer 
Initial Skills Training (Subject to Change*) begins with the TACP Officer Prep Course, followed by the TACP 
Officer Basic Course at Lackland AFB, TX (Chapman Training Annex); the Joint Firepower Course (JFC) and 
Basic ALO Skills Course (BASC) at Nellis AFB, NV, Air Force SV-80 Survival School (SERE) at Fairchild AFB, 
WA, Formal Training Unit Course – Phase I/II, JBSA Camp Bullis, TX/ Nellis AFB, NV, and Basic Airborne 
Course at Fort Benning, GA, and follow- on combat mission readiness training at various locations. (Subject to 
change based on mission requirements.) 

Phase II Selection Duration:  Successful selection at TACP Officer Phase II is not valid indefinitely.  A “Select” 
at Phase II will remain valid for the following duration, based on current status: 

• 24 Months – Inter-service Transfer candidates and Cadets
• 12 Months – Active Duty Officer cross-train candidates and OTS candidates (enlisted and civilian)

**The waiver authority for this duration resides with the TACP Career Field Manager (CFM).** 
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ANNEX A 

TACP Officer Phase I Application Instructions & Example 
PHASE I APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Proof read your application for accuracy, format, grammar, and spelling. In Phase I, the selection board relies solely 
on information and impressions made through your application. Incomplete or poorly crafted applications reflect the 
applicant’s professionalism. As a rule, successful Phase I applications are concise, easy to understand, and are not 
filled with extraneous information and platitudes. Your success in the TACP community begins with this 
application. 

The application will include the following in this order: 
1. TACP Officer Candidate Data Summary (version 23)

a. USAFA cadets must obtain Air Officer Commanding (AOC) and Group AOC (no higher) 
endorsement in block 14 and 15 of the Candidate Summary Sheet.

b. AFROTC cadets must obtain Commandant of Cadets (COC) and detachment commander’s 
endorsement in block 14 and 15 of the Candidate Summary Sheet

c. Officer/Enlisted (OTS) candidates should obtain squadron and group commander (or 
equivalent) endorsement in block 14 and 15 of the TACP Officer Candidate Summary Sheet.

2. Hazardous duty volunteer statement to include :“I further acknowledge that if I enter the TACPO Basic 
Course (Course ID: L3OBR19Z1B 0A0A) on or after 1 October 2022, I will incur a 6-year active duty 
service commitment upon graduation from the Basic Course which will be adjusted to match the date 
of graduation from the follow-on TACP Formal Training Unit (Course ID: TACP FTU ICC) as 
applicable in accordance with AFMAN 36-2100 Military Utilization and Classification, Reason Code 
84.”

3. Medical Clearance:
a. Active Duty/ANG/AFRC: AF Form 2992 or 422 stating that the applicant meets the physical 

requirements for Special Warfare Airmen (SWA) duties, is preferred. However, a records 
review by a Flight Surgeon will be sufficient prior to TOPT Phase II. Records review must 
be documented in an official memorandum with the mandatory statement below. Active 
Duty AF/ANG/AFRC personnel selected at Phase II will not proceed to initial skills 
training without completion of AF SWA medical examination and verification that they 
meet SWA medical standards.

b. ROTC: Cadets who do not have access to a local flight surgeon are technically exempt from 
obtaining the SWA physical for Phase I and will instead submit a DoDMERB (DoDMERB 
does not have to be within 18 months). Once notified of invitation to Phase II, ROTC 
cadets who have not already done so must initiate the appropriate AF SWA physical 
examination IAW the requirements for Special Warfare Airmen (SWA) duties. ROTC 
cadets selected at Phase II will not proceed to initial skills training without this 
mandatory physical and verification that the Cadet meets SWA medical standards.

c. USAFA: AF Form 2992 or 422 stating that the applicant meets the physical requirements for 
Special Warfare Airmen (SWA) duties, is preferred. However, a records review by a Flight 
Surgeon will be sufficient prior to TOPT Phase II. Records review must be documented in 
an official memorandum with the mandatory statement below. Once notified of 
invitation to Phase II, cadets who have not already done so must initiate the 
appropriate AF SWA physical examination IAW the requirements for Special Warfare 
Airmen
(SWA) duties. Cadets selected at Phase II will not proceed to initial skills training 
without this mandatory physical and verification that the Cadet meets SWA medical 
standards.

d. IST: A records review by a US Army or Navy Flight Surgeon documented in an official 
memorandum with the required statement below (following page). IST officers
selected at Phase II willnot proceed to initial skills training without completion of
AF SWA medical examination and verification that they meet SWA medical standards.

Mandatory statement from AF/Army/Navy Flight Surgeon: 
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“Based on full record review, member is medically qualified for continued enlistment, commissioning 
and cleared for worldwide duty in AFSC 19ZXB, TACP Officer. The member does not have an 
assignment limitation code and is not in the process of meeting a medical evaluation board (MEB). 
Member has/has not had PRK or Lasik surgery. Surgery date was on ,” (if applicable). 

Or 

“Based on full record review, member is medically qualified for continued enlistment, commissioning, 
but requires the following waivers for worldwide duty in AFSC 19ZXB, TACP Officer: 

. 
The member does not have an assignment limitation code and is not in the process of meeting a 
medical evaluation board (MEB). Waiver has been submitted on . Member has/has not had 
PRK or Lasik surgery. Surgery date was on ,” (if applicable). 

4. Endorsed Initital Fitness Test (IFT) (Formerly Physical Aptitude Stamina Test; P.A.S.T.)
5. Performance History Documents:

a. Active Duty/ANG/AFRC: Last three OPRs or EPRs (as applicable*).
b. ROTC/USAFA: In-Garrison Training/Field training reports or other available training reports
c. IST: Last three Service Branch specific performance reports
d. SWAP: Three Letters of Recommendation and OTS Applicant Data Sheet or Resume

6. Active Duty OTS Candidates only: All additional documents as required by Commissioning Eligibility 
Checklist

7. Candidate Data_Import Format (as a separate attachment to the email, in excel format)

Scan all documents (excluding the Candidate Data_Import Format) into a single pdf file with the following 
naming convention: lastname_firstname_selection- number_TACP OFFICER (e.g. norris_chuck_23-1_TACP 
OFFICER). If you are unable to scan all documents into one, consolidate as much as possible using the above 
naming convention for the applicable selection cycle. Email completed, signed and encrypted TACP Officer 
Candidate application packages to: 
johnathon.korenek@us.af.mil and 6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL. If unable to send an encrypted 
email, do not include PII (e.g. social, birthdate) in the application. Large files can be sent encrypted using the 
DoD Safe file transfer application. If the document is locked in this application, a separate email including 
the user- generated pass phrase must be sent inorder for us to retrieve the file. 

USAFA/ROTC cadets will not submit their own applications. All cadets will submit through their current 
detachment/unit leadership. 6CTS/DET2 will confirm receipt of your application. Please allow a minimum of 48 
hours for processing. If not received, contact 6CTS/DET2 as soon as possible at email 
johnathon.korenek@us.af.mil and 6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL. 

Additional Notes: Candidates are also encouraged to contact a current 19ZXB TACP Officer for mentoring and 
to become familiar with the duties and responsibilities of a TACP Officer. 19ZXB mentors will be assigned by 6 
CTS/Det 2 via email only if specifically requested. If you know a TACP Officer or have reached out through 
another means such as the 19ZXB Facebook group, do not feel obligated to submit a request for a mentor. 

Applicants are reminded to review AFI 33-332, Privacy Act Program: (1) paragraph 7.3, Sending Personal 
Information over Electronic Mail, (2) Using Privacy Act Labels, paragraph 10.2.2., and (3) Chapter 12, Disclosing 
Records to Third Parties and, (4) DoD 5400.7-R/AF Sup, DoD Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Program 
Chapter 4, For Official Use Only (FOUO) program and paragraph 4.2.1, Location of Markings and ensure you 
protect any Personal Identifying Information (PII) prior to transmission. 

mailto:johnathon.korenek@us.af.mil
mailto:93AGOW.A3T@US.AF.MIL
https://safe.apps.mil/
https://safe.apps.mil/
mailto:johnathon.korenek@us.af.mil
mailto:6CTSDET2.TACP.OFFICER@US.AF.MIL


Example Only – Current Candidate Data Summary Attached 

TACP OFFICER CANDIDATE DATA SUMMARY (v23) 
(See Instructions on Page 2) 

AUTHORITY: 10 U.S.C., Armed Forces, 8013, Secretary of the Air Force, and EO 9397. 
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE(S): Used to apply for Air Liaison Officer duties; and to determine if applicant meets course prerequisites and is qualified for the course he has 
applied. May be used by TACP Officer Selection Board officials to consolidate training and applicant data during the selection process. 
ROUTINE USES: None. 
DISCLOSURE IS VOLUNTARY: Failure to provide the information or SSN may delay individual the opportunity to attend the required course. 
PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 APPLIES – FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
I. APPLICANT DATA DATE Previous Application For 19ZXB (Month / 

Year) 

PAST RESULTS 
3MI RUN TIME (22:00) 

PULL UPS (12) 

PUSH UPS (64) 

SIT UPS (75) 

25M UNDERWATER SWIM (GO/NO-GO) 

500M SWIM TIME (12:30) 

1. NAME / RANK (First, Middle Initial, Last) 2. SSN 

3. DATE OF BIRTH 4. CELL/HOME PHONE (Commercial) 

5. WORK ADDRESS and EMAIL ADDRESS 

6. ACTIVE DUTY DATA 

a. DATE OF 
RANK 

b. DUTY TITLE and/or AFSC c. TAFCSD (Total Active
Federal Commissioned Service 
Date) 

d. UNIT AND DUTY STATION e. AERONAUTICAL RATING 
(Military)/DATE AWARDED 

f. DUTY PHONE (DSN) g. COMMANDER’S NAME AND RANK 

h. COMMANDER’S PHONE i. COMMANDER’S EMAIL

II. ACADEMIC DATA –CURRENT OFFICERS USE UNDERGRAD DEGREE ALREADY AWARDED
7. ACADEMIC INSTITUTION 8. ACADEMIC MAJOR 9. GRADUATION DATE (or 

expected) 

10. CUMULATIVE 
GPA 

11. PHYSICAL FITNESS a. USAF FITNESS SCORE (Mandatory) b. ARMY FITNESS SCORE (if applicable) 

III. SPECIALIZED SKILLS OR EXPERIENCE – LIST BELOW (e.g., Airborne, Ranger, Combat Deployments,
Certifications)
12. LIST COURSES AND/OR EXPERIENCES HERE. CADETS AND CIVILIAN APPPLICANTS MAY INCLUDE WORK HISTORY AND OTHER RELEVANT 
CERTIFICATIONS, AFFILIATIONS, OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

IV. APPLICANTS REMARKS
13. REMARKS

DATE TYPED NAME AND GRADE OF APPLICANT SIGNATURE 



RECOMMENDATION 

14. SQUADRON COMMANDER COMMENTS (OR EQUIVALENT)

DATE TYPED NAME, GRADE, DUTY TITLE, AND 
ORGANIZATION 

SIGNATURE 

15. ENDORSEMENT FROM GROUP COMMANDER (OR EQUIVALENT) – NOT TO EXCEED SENIOR RATER

DATE TYPED NAME, GRADE, DUTY TITLE, AND 
ORGANIZATION 

SIGNATURE 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 ITEM 

1 Thru 6 - Self-explanatory. Enter N/A as appropriate. 

7 Thru 10 - Self-explanatory. Current students enter expected graduation date and complete AFRS Form 1413 (Not required 
for USAFA and ROTC Cadets) 

11 - Self-explanatory. Enter N/A if Army Fitness Test has not been accomplished. 

12 - Self-explanatory. Must have official certificate issued from US Air Force or US Army(attach) 

13 - Applicant remarks. Two paragraphs maximum using normal sentences (no bullet statements). 
Paragraph 1 will explain applicant’s background and perceived strengths and weaknesses. Paragraph 2 will 
explain why applicant wants to become an Air Liaison Officer, and why this career field is right for him/her. 

14 - Must be completed by the applicant’s current Squadron Commander, Commandant of Cadets, or CS AOC, or 
equivalent, in sentence format. First sentence should read, “THIS APPLICANT ISRANKED NUMBER of 

”. Provide a stratification of the applicant against peers at that unit/institution. 

15 - Must be completed by applicant’s current Group Commander, Detachment Commander, Group AOC, or 
equivalent (not above senior rater) in sentence format. First sentence (if applicable) should read, “THIS 
APPLICANT IS RANKED NUMBER of ”. Provide a stratification of the applicant against peers at 
that unit/institution. 



UNIT LETTERHEAD 

DD Mmm YY 

MEMORANDUM FOR TACP OFFICER PHASE I SELECTION BOARD 

FROM: Lt. John A. Doe 
1 ASOS 
Anywhere AFB, CA 90210 

SUBJECT: Volunteer for Hazardous Duty 

1. I, (Insert Name Here), hereby apply to become a TACP Officer and volunteer to perform
hazardous duties inherent to Tactical Air Control Party and Special Warfare operations.
Specifically, I volunteer to control close air support missions as a Joint Terminal Attack
Controller under any and all conditions, including hostile action against an armed enemy in
accordance with AFI13-113V1, Tactical Air Control Party Training Program. I acknowledge
that I can be removed from further assessment for any of the following reasons: 1) quitting
through words or actions, 2) becoming a medical or safety risk, 3) committing an integrity
violation such as lying, cheating, or stealing, or 4) failing to meet specified fitness standards. I
further acknowledge that if I enter the TACPO Basic Course (Course ID: L3OBR19Z1B
0A0A) on or after 1 October 2022, I will incur a 6-year active duty service commitment upon
graduation from the Basic Course which will be adjusted to match the date of graduation from
the follow-on TACP Formal Training Unit (Course ID: TACP FTU ICC) as applicable in
accordance with AFMAN 36-2100 Military Utilization and Classification, Reason Code 84.
To the best of my knowledge, the information contained in this application is true.

(signature required) 
JOHN A. DOE, Lt, USAF 
Duty Title 



ANNEX B 

TACP Officer Phase I Initial Fitness Test (IFT; Formerly PAST) Criteria 
The purpose of the PAST is to assess a candidate’s current physical condition for potential entry into TACP Officer 
training. For Phase I applications, the candidate must complete five events: three (3) mile run, pull-ups, sit-ups, push- 
ups, and a 500 meter surface swim. You must complete the events to the best of your ability and have them 
documented by a certified fitness assessment administrator or supervisor. Test scores will be reviewed and used as a 
discriminator when selecting applicants to attend Phase II. Test administrators must conduct this test in the order 
and time limits listed below. Record IFT results on the IFT worksheet. Test administrators (PTL in absence of 
functional personnel) will sign, have commanders/superintendents endorse test results, and provide a copy to the 
member. 

The IFT requirements are designed to test for a minimum fitness level for entry into the 19ZXB TACP Officer 
training pipeline. You MUST pass the test on Day 1 of TOPT or be subject to immediate dismissal. 
APPROXIMATELY 40% OF OUR ATTRITION OCCURS ON DAY 1 FOR PAST FAILURES! 

NOTE: Exercise form is strictly enforced during the IFT and in the training pipeline. Repetitions done without 
proper form will not be counted and could be the difference between pass and fail. 

Calisthenics (All): Conducted as the first phase of the test. Three calisthenics exercises are evaluated, each 
with specific time parameters and specific exercise form mechanics. All members will exercise to either muscle 
failure or time completion, whichever occurs first. The intent is to have members do as many "good form" 
repetitions in the time allotted or when muscle failure is reached. Allow a 2-minute rest between each 
calisthenics exercise. 

Pull-ups: 12 (1 minute) 
Form: Pull-ups are a two part exercise. Starting position is hanging from a bar, palms facing away from the candidate 
with no bend in elbows (“dead-hang”). Hand spread is approximately shoulder width apart. Count one; pull the body 
up until the chin is over the bar. Count two; return to starting position. Legs are allowed to bend, but must not be 
kicked or manipulated to aid upward movement. If the candidate falls off or releases from the bar, the exercise is 
terminated. 
2-minute rest

Sit-ups: 75 (2 minutes) 
Form: Sit-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is back flat on the surface, fingers interlocked behind the 
head, head off the surface, and knees bent at approximately a 90-degree angle. Another individual may hold the 
individual’s feet during the exercise or be placed under a “toe-hold” bar. Count one; sit up so that the back is vertical 
to the surface. Count two; return to the starting position. The exercise is continuous. If the member stops, the 
exercise is terminated. If the member's buttocks rise from the surface or his fingers are not interlocked behind their 
head during the repetition, the repetition is not counted. There is no authorized rest position. 
2-minute rest

Push-ups: 64 (2 minutes) 
Form: Push-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is hands, approximately shoulder width apart, arms, back, 
and legs must remain locked straight. Count one; lower the chest until the elbows are bent at a 90-degree or lower 
angle. Count two; return to the starting position. The only authorized rest position is the starting position. If the knees 
touch the ground the exercise is terminated. The member will not raise his buttocks in the air, sag their Middle (torso) 
to the surface, or raise any hand or foot from their starting position. If a hand or foot is raised, the exercise is 
terminated. 



2- minute rest

3- mile run: 22:00
Form: Physical training (PT) clothes and good running shoes are the only required items. The run must be
conducted on an accurately measured course, preferably a running track.

30-minute rest

25-meter underwater swim
2 x 25 Meter Underwater Swim: This exercise is two-3 minute cycles consisting of an underwater swim and
surface swim back to the starting point. Swim-wear appropriate for exercise, goggles, and a swim cap are the only
authorized items a candidate may wear while conducting this event (no fins, snorkels, watches, or other devices).
Candidate will take a breath, submerge, push off the pool wall and swim 25 meters underwater. Candidate will
then surface swim, any stroke, to the starting point. The second underwater cycle starts at the end of the first 3
minute period. Complete the second cycle as listed above. If candidate breaks the water's surface during any
portion of the underwater swim, the component will be completed but considered a failure of this event.

500-meter Surface Swim 12:30
This swim is conducted using the freestyle, breaststroke or sidestroke. The swim is continuous. If a member stops
(e.g. rests holding on the side of the pool) any time or uses the bottom of the pool to assist, the test will be stopped
and considered a failure of this event.
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Attachment, 10 - STO/CRO/TACP OTS Application Checklist 
 
The information herein is For Official Use Only (FOUO) which must be protected under the 
Privacy Act of 1974, as amended. Unauthorized disclosure or misuse of this PERSONAL 
INFORMATION may result in criminal and/or civil penalties. 


Applicant Name: __________________________________SSN:________________________ 


Unit: ___________________________Unit Phone #: _________________________________ 


Commander’s Name and number: ________________________________________________ 


Contact AFRS/RSOCL by emailing AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil once you received 
your selection notification to get access to sharepoint to upload your application for and 
receipt of the active duty Selection Instructions. 


All references are to the Line Officer Accessions OTS Program Guide located on the AFRS 
AF Portal Website at:  


 
  


 STO/CRO/TACPO Commission eligible Review 
Checklist (Review BOT Guide and STO website. for 
eligibility criteria minimums i.e. AFOQT, GPA, Age etc. 
and information on listed items)  


 


 
 Check mark to 
ensure all items 
are included  


 


1. Copy of STO/CRO phase I application 
 


 


2. AF FM 56  
3. Waiver Memorandum, if required, Chapter 4  
4. Waiver Supporting Documents (i.e. court documents, AF 


Form 785, AF FM 3070A, etc. 
 


5. Copy of EPRS – Five most current EPRS with most Current 
on Top (front and back pages) 


 


6. Copy of selection notification/announcement to attend phase I 
and results of phase II or TOPT. 


 


7. Original transcripts of qualifying degree and transcripts of all 
degrees listed on Profile, copies of professional certificates 
with AF FM 1413 if degree is not complete. 


 


8. AFOQT Web Printout 
https://w45.afpc.randolph.af.mil/afoqtsnet40/DODBanner.aspx 
and ABM score printout from PCSM website 
http://access.afpc.af.mil/pcsmdmz/faq.html attachment 4 


 


9. VMPF Record Review Update, and Career Data Brief for AF 
active duty/ANG/AF Reserve only (Copy/ Pages stapled) 


 


10 Commander’s MasterPIF and Local PIF review memo– with 
AFPC/DPSIR response 
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11. AF FM 422 with mandatory statement for STO duty – 


“Based on full record review the member is medically 
qualified for continued enlistment, commissioning, and 
cleared for worldwide duty for the Special Tactics Officer 
specialty and does not have an ALC or in the process of a 
medical evaluation board (MEB). Also member does not 
have an AF Form 469 with Duty Limiting Condition Report 
describing duty limitations or exemption from any 
component for Fitness Testing. Member has not had PRK or 
Lasik surgery. Surgery date was on _____________).” See 
Chapter 5. 
 


 


10. VMPF Record Review Update, and Career Data Brief for 
AF active duty/ANG/AF Reserve only (Copy/ Pages 
stapled) 


 


11. Commander’s MasterPIF and Local PIF review memo– 
with AFPC/DPSIR response 


 


Items below this line are only needed if there was a break in service 
12. DD Form 4(s) (Enlistment/Reenlistment documents) 


(Copy/ Pages stapled) (Only if member has had a break 
in service)  


 


13. Undeleted DD 214 & 215’s (if applicable)   
14. Discharge Certificates Copy (if applicable)   
15. Discharge Orders Copy (if applicable)  
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Candidates, Please complete this form and submit it as a seperate document along with your Phase 1 application. The fields are redundant with the applicant data sheet, but having the information in Excel format saves hours of data entry on our end. Some fields were removed to allow this sheet to be sent without encryption. 







PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT - HEALTH CARE RECORDS 


THIS FORM IS NOT A CONSENT FORM TO RELEASE OR USE HEALTH CARE INFORMATION PERTAINING TO YOU. 
1. AUTHORITY FOR COLLECTION OF INFORMATION INCLUDING SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (SSN) 


Sections 133, 1071-87, 3012, 5031 and 8012, title 10, United States Code and Executive Order 9397.


2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSES FOR WHICH INFORMATION IS INTENDED TO BE USED 


This form provides you the advice required by The Privacy Act of 1974. The personal information will 
facilitate and document your health care. The Social Security Number (SSN) of member or sponsor is 
required to identify and retrieve health care records. 


3. ROUTINE USES 


The primary use of this information is to provide, plan and coordinate health care. As prior to enactment 
of the Privacy Act, other possible uses are to: Aid in preventive health and communicable disease control 
programs and report medical conditions required by law to federal, state and local agencies; compile 
statistical data; conduct research; teach; determine suitability of persons for service or assignments; 
adjudicate claims and determine benefits; other lawful purposes, including law enforcement and litigation; 
con- duct authorized investigations; evaluate care rendered; determine professional certification and hospital 
accreditation; provide physical qualifications of patients to agencies of federal, state, or local government 
upon request in the pursuit of their official duties. 


4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NOT PROVIDING INFORMATION 


In the case of military personnel, the requested information is mandatory because of the need to document 
all active duty medical incidents in view of future rights and benefits. In the case of all other personnel 
beneficiaries, the requested information is voluntary. If the requested information is not furnished, 
comprehensive health care may not be possible, but CARE WILL NOT BE DENIED. 


This all-inclusive Privacy Act Statement will apply to all requests for personal information made by health 
care treatment personnel or for medical/dental treatment purposes and will become a permanent part of 
your health care record. 


Your signature merely acknowledges that you have been advised of the foregoing. If requested, a copy of 
this form will be furnished to you. 


SIGNATURE OF PATIENT OR SPONSOR SSN OF MEMBER OR SPONSOR DATE 


DD FORM 2005, FEB 76 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE. 







Authorization for Voluntary Participation & Release of 
Information 


AUTHORIZATION OF VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION AND RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
I hereby volunteer to fully and honestly answer the questions in the following 
psychological interview as part of the consideration process for TACP officer selection. I 
understand that information obtained from these questions will be used to aid in a 
determination of my suitability and that it will be considered confidential and subject to 
all U.S. Government privacy laws. I further understand that the information will only be 
used for this specific selection program and will not become part of any other official 
records. 


I understand that at any time I may withdraw my consent to participate in this selection 
process, thereby, removing myself from consideration as a TACP Officer. I further 
understand that my non-consent, or withdrawal of consent, to participate will create no 
adverse effect or otherwise incur any penalty. 


☐ No, I do not consent


☐ Yes, I consent


Sign full legal name: Date: 


Jan 18 - RTB 







(updated Jan 18 RTB) 


LIMITS OF CONFIDENTIALITY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT & 
SELECTION INFORMATION 


There are limits to the confidentiality of psychological assessment and selection information. 
Access to this information is secured and protected from those without a clear need to know. 
Information contained in your file may be shared but only when required by law and/or 
regulations. 


Examples of these limits to confidentiality are as follows: 
1. Your chain of command may have limited access to information contained in your file (as


governed by regulations).
2. Your file may be subject to subpoena when ordered by a judge.
3. If we believe you intend to harm yourself, or someone else, it is our ethical and professional


duty to inform others.
4. In instances of suspected child or spouse abuse or if you disclose that you have been sexually


assaulted, we are required to report this to the appropriate authorities.
5. Demographic and relevant clinical information may be utilized for research and command


consultation purposes to improve the selection and assessment process.


We will strive to safeguard information obtained from you and insure that only authorized 
sources have access in accordance with the above guidelines and the provisions of the 


Privacy Act. 


REQUEST FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, INTERVIEW & EVALUATION 


1. I, the undersigned, request and consent to psychological testing, interview, and evaluation in
order to be considered for training and duties as a TACP Officer.


2. The information gathered during the psychological evaluation will be used for the following
routine and principle purposes:


a. To help determine my suitability for selection.
b. As part of a database used to validate selection procedures.
c. As part of individual training support and evaluation.


3. I further understand that the evaluation is for employment and not medical purposes and as
such the unit commander or designated hiring representative(s) will receive verbal or written
feedback on information gathered from the psychological evaluation (testing and interview).


4. The information collected is considered employment data and will be used for the above
listed purposes. It will not be not released unless otherwise required by law, regulation or
IAW 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b)(3) Examples of such circumstances include, but are not limited to,
threat of harm to self or other, child/spouse abuse, judge’s order.


***“I have reviewed the above listed information.” Candidate Initials: ***
(continued) 







(updated Jan 18 RTB) 


REQUEST FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, INTERVIEW & EVALUATION 
(continued) 


5. This request for psychological testing, interview, and evaluation is voluntary. No one has
forced or coerced me to consent to psychological testing, interview, and evaluation.


6. I further understand that my name and Social Security number will be used to identify my
file.


7. I acknowledge that while my psychological evaluation will not normally be released outside
this organization, the final result or decision to hire or not hire may be released by the
commander’s representative. Moreover, I understand that the evaluation may be stored,
maintained, and/or transferred electronically.


8. I understand that I may not receive feedback on this evaluation unless I am selected for
assignment to this organization.


9. I understand that I may withdraw this voluntary consent at any time. I further understand that
withdrawal of my voluntary consent may prevent favorable consideration for assignment.


10. I have read and understand the limits of confidentiality of psychological assessment and
selection information.


REQUESTED BY: WITNESSED BY: 


Signature Typed Signature (provide witness phone or email contact) 


Printed Name & Rank Printed Name & Rank (if applicable) 


Requester’s SSN (last 4 digits) Date 







Nondisclosure Agreement 
TACP Officer Selection 


Name & Rank 
(printed) 


Date 


I understand that the psychological procedures for TACP Officer/TOPT selection are 
confidential. I agree not to disclose any information about these procedures to other 
persons, including other future applicants. Procedures covered by this agreement include, 
but are not limited to, psychological testing, interviews, forms, and specific items or 
questions. I will be eliminated from TACP selection if I cannot agree to nondisclosure. 


I understand that I am unable to waive this agreement and this agreement is 
permanent. Failure to comply constitutes an integrity violation and will result in non-
judicial punishment plus possible elimination  from the career field. 


Signature Date 


Witness Date 
(Type Witness name and provide email/phone contact) 


RTB Jan 18 







RTB Oct 16 


Name/Rank SSN (last 4)  


Date   
Special Duty Behavioral Screen 


Read to Candidate: The following questionnaire will aid in a determination of your suitability for the Weapons 
Instructor Course. This information is considered confidential and subject to all U.S. Government privacy laws. It 
will only be used for this specific selection program. Participation in this part of the assessment is voluntary; however, 
failure to participate could impact your eligibility for the duty. Do you consent to polygraph examination? 


Explain any endorsed items on the bottom of questionnaire. Use back of these pages if more space is needed. 


Have you ever: YES NO 
1. Been seen by any mental health professional or other counselor, social worker,


psychologist or psychiatrist?
2. Been seen by a medical professional for a stress related illness?
3. Been arrested or charged with any crime? (Even if you were later found innocent)
4. Tried or used marijuana or any illegal drug?
5. Been treated or evaluated for your nerves, alcoholism, or any form of drug abuse?
6. Been charged with DUI/DWI?
7. Knowingly associated with criminals or drug users any time in your life?
8. Received a Letter of Reprimand, Article 15, or Court Martial?
9. Been fired or removed from any civilian or military job?
10. Been the subject of an investigation for anything other than a security clearance?


(Including IG or any military board).
11. Hit or been hit by your spouse, girlfriend, or boyfriend?
12. Been unfaithful to your spouse?
13. Stolen anything?
14. Participated in military-type training other than government sponsored training?
15. Had sex with a prostitute or had sex for money (either legally or illegally)?
16. Engaged in sex practices such as: sexting? Multiple sex partners – a) dating and


sleeping with more than 1 person, b) more than 1 sex partner at the same time?
17. Viewed pornography? How often? When was the last time? Does your partner


know? Been in trouble due to viewing pornography?
18. Had a tattoo?
19. Lost control of your temper?
20. Abused or neglected a child, or been investigated for abuse or neglect of a child?
21. Intentionally tortured an animal?
22. Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication (prescription or non-prescription)
23. Engaged in behavior that puts you at high risk of getting a sexually transmitted


disease?
24. Taken medication to help you relax, sleep, or feel alert? (Including “poppers”,


ephedrine, herbal extracts or “energy supplements”)
25. Willfully disregarded a law or regulation because of your personal beliefs?
26. Been suspended or expelled from any school?
27. Told a lie to get someone else in trouble?
28. Committed arson or started a fire as a prank or for a thrill?
29. Been in any trouble due to fighting?
30. Been in any trouble due to drinking or drugs, even as a minor?
31. Considered becoming a mercenary?
32. Sold or given away government property?







RTB Oct 16 


Have you ever: YES NO 
33. Compromised any classified information?
34. Failed to support your children (abandoned them or failed to pay child support)?
35. Had sex with a foreign national?
36. Attempted or seriously considered suicide?
37. Engaged in or considered espionage against the United States?
38. Purposefully damaged or vandalized property that did not belong to you?
39. Been associated with a gang or any organization that used (or advocated) intimidation


or violence against others?
40. Have you ever had any unofficial or unauthorized contact, communication, or


correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals?
41. If the price were right, would you sell classified information?
42. Have you had three or more nightmares in the past 12 months?
43. Do you have any phobias or unusual fears?
44. Do you have trouble controlling your temper?
45. Have you ever experienced any financial difficulties (such as bankruptcy, letter of


indebtedness, or late payment), or is there unfavorable credit information about you
on record with any credit bureau, business or court?


46. Is there anyone who would believe you are disloyal to the United States?
47. Are there incidents in your life which could be used to blackmail you? (Things like


adultery, infidelity, questionable friends, undetected theft, fraud or embezzlement
are examples.)


48. Are there incidents in your life that would embarrass you, your family or the United
States if they were known?


49. Could any of your past actions or friendships make anyone think you were immoral,
indiscreet, or of questionable character?


50. Have you ever belonged to and or associated with members of any extremist
organization?


51. For the right cause, would you give away classified information?
52. Have you ever had sex with a married person, other than your spouse?
53. Have you ever failed to complete a military course, school or program for any reason?
54. Have you ever done anything illegal or that endangered yourself or others because of


peer pressure (on a dare, or just to go along with the group)?
55. I have answered all of the questions (1-54) truthfully and further volunteer to take a


polygraph examination.


Signature Date 







Non-Hispanic White 


VOLUNTARY CONSENT, RELEASE AND NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 
I agree to provide truthful and complete information on this questionnaire. I am aware that my answers will become part of my record, and 
are truthful, honest and open responses. I consent to the use of my personal information and responses for the purpose of identifying and 
selecting potentially successful candidates for the ST mission. I understand the security of selection questions and methods are critical to the 
quality of future AFSOC manning and safety. I agree to protect the security of this process, and not to disclose questions or evaluation 
methods used throughout this assessment. 


I CONSENT AND AGREE YES NO DATE


Printed Name Signature


Last Name: First Name: MI: 


TACP-OFFICER  
BACKGROUND 


QUESTIONNAIRE 


TACP officers carry out vital duties and are often faced with a demanding work environment, as well as increased personal and family 
stressors. Some people find these challenges very interesting and rewarding; others do not. Your responses on this questionnaire will help in 
the evaluation of the fit between your personal preferences and goals when compared to the needs and demands of the TACP mission, 
duties, and responsibilities. 


CAUTION:  PLEASE TYPE ALL OF YOUR RESPONSES/HANDWRITTEN DOCUMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED! 
You are about to make an official statement. When answering these questions, you attest the information is accurate and reflects your 
background and official records. The content of this questionnaire should not be discussed with anyone. DO NOT SKIP ANY QUESTIONS! 


DEMOGRAPHICS 


DOB(DDMMYYYY) SSN AGE: 


Race: Black/African American Asian/Pacific Islander Hispanic/Latino 


A/D Date 


Bi-Racial Other US Citizenship? Y N    If no, where? 


TOTAL TIME A/D: (Years) 


RANK: DATE OF CURRENT RANK: DATE OF NEXT PROMOTION: 


CURRENT AFSC/JOB: 


CURRENT DUTY TITLE: 


CURRENT BASE &UNIT: TOS: 


Is English your primary language? Y N If not, preferred language: 


CURRENT SECURITY CLEARANCE 


Secret TS TS-SCI Date of last investigation: 


Have you ever been denied a security clearance? Y N 


If yes, when and why? 


What are you doing now (career field, duties)? 







 


 


MOTIVATION 


What are the top 3 reasons you are pursuing this specific job? 
 


1. 


2. 
 


3. 
 


List the top 3 career choices you are considering in order of preference (most desired first): 
 


1. 


2. 
 


3. 


What do you want to be doing with your life in 5 years? 
 


What sources have you used to gather information about this job? 
 


Recruiter: Who? 


Spec Ops Recruiting Liaison:    Who? 


ST Assessment POC: 


Internet websites: 


 


Who? 


Which ones? 


 
 


 


 


 


FAMILY 
 


Where did you grow up (city/state)? 


Who raised you? 


What was their parenting style? 


Did your parents serve in the Armed Forces? Y N 


Urban Suburban Rural Inner-City 


If yes, which branch, how long, and what was their job? 


If no, what type of work did your parents do? 


Are your parents still living? Y N 


Describe the relationship you have/had with your parents: 


Do you have any siblings? Y N 


If yes, how many? 


What is your relationship like with them now? 


What is your current relationship status? NONE Committed relationship /length Engaged/wedding date? 
  


Married/how long? # of marriages? Separated/date of separation? 


Divorced/date of divorce? Children? 
  


Y N If yes, how many and gender? 


If married, describe your marriage: Excellent Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 
 


Poor 


If UNSAT, or poor, explain: 


If divorced, current financial obligations: 
 


Current STS/STG members: Who? 
 


Books: Which ones? 
  


Other:    


NONE    


 







Last Name / Last 4 SSN: 


 


 


FAMILY cont'd 
 


If in a relationship, does your significant other work? Y N If yes, what kind of work? 


What are your significant other's thought / feeling about your military lifestyle? 
 


 
What kind of support system does your family have in place? 


EDUCATION 
 


HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA/GED 
 
 
 
 
 
 


   


 
 
 
 
 
 


CCAF? Y 
 


N Year completed? 
 


ROTC experience? 
 


Y N What branch? 
  


 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 


 
List a brief history of jobs you held prior to entering the military: 


Where you terminated from any of these jobs; if yes, explain: 
 


When did you begin your military service? 


What led you to serve in the military? 
Duty Stations: Dates: Rank Duty Title: 


 
 
 
 


What professional goals do you have during your career? 


Do you have any deployment experience? 
Location: 


Y N 
Dates: 


 
 


Duration: 
 
 
 


   


How did the experience affect you? 


Do you have any experience as an instructor/evaluator? Y N 
 


If yes, describe and provide the # of hours:  


Have you ever had a military training/performance report mark down? 


If yes, when and for what? 


Y N 


Have you ever quit or failed to complete a military course or schooling? 


If yes, explain including dates: 


Y N 


SCHOOL/LOCATION YEAR GRADES/GPA (estimation) ACTIVITIES/SPORTS 


COLLEGE 
SCHOOL/LOCATION 


 
YEAR (or est.) 


 
CLASS: FR SO JR SR 


 
DEGREE/MAJOR 


 
GPA: (est.) 


 
EST. # OF CREDITS: 


ADVANCED DEGREE 
SCHOOL/LOCATION 


 
YEAR 


 
DEGREE/MAJOR 


 
GPA: (estimate) 


 







LEGAL/DISCIPLINARY 


Have you ever received any of the following; if yes, include an explanation and estimated dates of actions: 


LOR:s 


LOC: 


Article 15: 


Courts Martial: 


Other disciplinary actions taken: 


Have you ever been detained/arrested by Law Enforcement (civilian/military) - including any alcohol or drug related incidents/events? Y N 


If yes, explain including circumstances, estimated dates and outcome: 


List all moving traffic violations you have received, including explanations & dates (indicate speed for any speeding tickets received): 


MEDICAL/PHYSICAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL 


Rate your current health: Excellent Good Fair Poor 


If other than excellent, please explain: 


What were your last three AFPT scores? 


Have you ever failed an AFPT or been assigned to the AF Weight Management Program? Y N 


If yes, provide dates and an explanation for the referral and outcome: 


Other than your yearly physical, have you seen a doctor in the past 12 months? Y N 


If yes, when and for what? 


Do you have any medical conditions? Y N 


If yes, what, and how is it managed? 


Are you currently on a medical profile, or have a current waiver for any medical concerns? Y N 


If yes, when was it issued, and for what? 


Have you ever been granted a medical waiver for any reason? Y N 


If yes, for what, and how was it resolved? 


Do you now, or have you historically, been prescribed and taken medications to help manage your nerves, emotions or sleep? Y N 


If yes, what were the circumstances leading to the medication being prescribed and did you take them as prescribed? 


Do you now, or have you ever, used tobacco products? Y N 


If yes, include type, quantity and frequency of use: 


Do you now, or have you historically, had difficulty managing your anger? Y N 


If yes, have you ever been in trouble (legally or otherwise) due to fighting or aggressive behaviors? 


Does Mental Health/Family Advocacy have an OPEN or CLOSED (current or historical) case in your name or the name of your significant other/spouse? Y N 


If yes, please give dates and explanation (including resolution if closed). 







Last Name / Last 4 SSN: 


MEDICAL/PHYSICAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL cont'd 


Have you ever seen a counselor/psychologist/psychiatrist/chaplain, etc for anything, at any time in your life, for ANY reason? Y N 


If yes, explain: 


How do you manage stress in your life? 


What are your 3 greatest weaknesses? 


1. 


2. 


3. 


What are your 3 greatest strengths? 


1. 


2. 


3. 


What do you look for when you are hiring an individual? 


What characteristics would cause you to fire someone? 


LEISURE/PERSONAL 


Off duty, what hobbies/activities do you enjoy (camping, hunting, sailing, sports, video games, DIY projects, etc.?): 


Do you volunteer in your community? Y N 


If yes, explain: 


Do you enjoy a spiritual life? Y N 


If yes, how does your spiritual life impact your daily living? 


What is the most exciting thing you have ever accomplished? 


What is the most challenging thing in which you have engaged? 


What, in your life, are you most proud of? 


Give your definition of integrity: 







 


 


GENERAL 
 


Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? Y N 


If yes, explain: 


 
 


Have you answered the questions on this questionnaire honestly? Y N 


If no, explain: 


 


 
WORK CONDITIONS PREFERENCES 


 
 


When considering your ideal career field, please rate these characteristics on the following scale: 
Undesirable (U), Tolerable (T), Desirable (D), Extremely Desirable (E) 


 
Variable work hours  Inconsistent schedule  Risk of death  


Long work hours  High ops tempo  Hard, demanding boss  


Frequent travel  Frequent deployments  Little/no room for error  


Physically strenuous  Limited rest/recovery  Mentally strenuous  


Live/work austere environments  High level of responsibility  Exposure to death/dying/loss  


High level of independence  High risk for injury  Extended time away from family  


Must speak out and question others  TDY of 180 days/year or more  Isolation, little social contact  


Being a "new guy" on the team  Working with classified information  Small or confining work positions  


Working with people of varied backgrounds  Regular change, unpredictability  Part of a highly skilled team  


Member of a team facing danger  Heavy focus on mission security  Frequent use of maps and charts  


 


Once fully typed & completed, email to:  93AGOW.SELECTION.PSYCH@us.af.mil  



mailto:93AGOW.SELECTION.PSYCH@us.af.mil
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		Nondisclosure Agreement

		JTAC WIC SELECTION





		No I do not consent: Off

		Yes I consent: Off

		legal name: 

		I have reviewed the above listed information Candidate Initials: 

		Printed Name  Rank: 

		Requesters SSN last 4 digits: 

		Printed Name  Rank if applicable: 

		Date_2: 

		Name  Rank: 

		Date_3: 

		Date_4: 

		Witness: 

		Date_5: 

		NameRank: 

		SSN last 4: 

		Date_6: 

		3 Been arrested or charged with any crime Even if you were later found innocent 1: 

		3 Been arrested or charged with any crime Even if you were later found innocent 2: 

		5 Been treated or evaluated for your nerves alcoholism or any form of drug abuse 1: 

		5 Been treated or evaluated for your nerves alcoholism or any form of drug abuse 2: 

		5 Been treated or evaluated for your nerves alcoholism or any form of drug abuse 3: 

		5 Been treated or evaluated for your nerves alcoholism or any form of drug abuse 4: 

		5 Been treated or evaluated for your nerves alcoholism or any form of drug abuse 5: 

		14 Participated in militarytype training other than government sponsored training 1: 

		14 Participated in militarytype training other than government sponsored training 2: 

		sleeping with more than 1 person b more than 1 sex partner at the same time 1: 

		sleeping with more than 1 person b more than 1 sex partner at the same time 2: 

		20 Abused or neglected a child or been investigated for abuse or neglect of a child 1: 

		20 Abused or neglected a child or been investigated for abuse or neglect of a child 2: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 1: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 2: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 3: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 4: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 5: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 6: 

		22 Taken tranquilizers or antidepressant medication prescription or nonprescription 7: 

		YES 1: 

		YES 2: 

		1: 

		2: 

		3: 

		4: 

		1_2: 

		2_2: 

		1_3: 

		2_3: 

		3_2: 

		4_2: 

		NO 1: 

		NO 2: 

		NO 3: 

		NO 4: 

		NO 5: 

		NO 6: 

		NO 7: 

		NO 8: 

		NO 9: 

		1_4: 

		2_4: 

		3_3: 

		4_3: 

		5: 

		6: 

		1_5: 
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		2_6: 

		3_4: 
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		5_2: 

		1_7: 

		2_7: 

		3_5: 

		4_5: 

		5_3: 

		6_2: 

		1_8: 

		2_8: 

		3_6: 

		4_6: 

		YES 1_2: 

		YES 2_2: 

		YES 3: 

		34 Failed to support your children abandoned them or failed to pay child support 1: 

		34 Failed to support your children abandoned them or failed to pay child support 2: 

		34 Failed to support your children abandoned them or failed to pay child support 3: 

		34 Failed to support your children abandoned them or failed to pay child support 4: 

		correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals 1: 

		correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals 2: 

		correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals 3: 

		correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals 4: 

		correspondence with representatives of a foreign government or foreign nationals 5: 

		1_9: 

		2_9: 

		undefined: 

		1_10: 

		2_10: 

		3_7: 

		4_7: 

		5_4: 

		53 Have you ever failed to complete a military course school or program for any reason 1: 

		53 Have you ever failed to complete a military course school or program for any reason 2: 

		53 Have you ever failed to complete a military course school or program for any reason 3: 

		NO 1_2: 

		NO 2_2: 

		NO 3_2: 

		NO 4_2: 

		NO 5_2: 

		NO 6_2: 

		1_11: 

		2_11: 

		3_8: 

		4_8: 
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		3_9: 
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		3_10: 

		4_10: 
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		DATE: 
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		undefined_3: 

		undefined_4: 

		AGE: 
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		BiRacial: Off

		undefined_5: Off

		Y: Off

		N: Off
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		AD Date: 

		TOTAL TIME AD: 
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		DATE OF CURRENT RANK: 

		DATE OF NEXT PROMOTION: 
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		1_16: 

		2_16: 
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		2_17: 

		3_12: 
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		Recruiter: Off
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		ST Assessment POC: Off

		Internet websites: Off

		Current STSSTG members: Off

		Books: Off

		undefined_8: Off

		NONE: Off

		Who_2: 

		Who_3: 

		Which ones: 

		Who_4: 

		Which ones_2: 

		Other_2: 

		Where did you grow up citystate: 

		Urban: Off

		Suburban: Off

		Rural: Off

		InnerCity: Off

		Who raised you: 

		What was their parenting style: 

		Y_4: Off

		N_3: Off

		If yes which branch how long and what was their job: 

		If no what type of work did your parents do: 

		Y_5: Off

		N_4: Off

		Describe the relationship you havehad with your parents: 

		Y_6: Off

		N_5: Off

		If yes how many: 

		What is your relationship like with them now: 

		Committed relationship length: 

		What is your current relationship status: Off

		undefined_9: Off

		NONE_2: Off

		undefined_10: Off

		undefined_11: Off

		Engagedwedding date: 

		Marriedhow long: 

		of marriages: 

		Separateddate of separation: 

		Divorceddate of divorce: 

		If married describe your marriage: Off

		Y_7: Off

		undefined_12: Off

		N If yes how many and gender: 

		Excellent: Off

		Satisfactory: Off

		Unsatisfactory: Off

		Poor: Off

		If UNSAT or poor explain: 

		If divorced current financial obligations: 

		Last Name  Last 4 SSN: 

		Y_8: Off

		N If yes what kind of work: Off

		undefined_13: 

		What are your significant others thought  feeling about your military lifestyle: 

		What kind of support system does your family have in place: 

		undefined_14: 

		undefined_15: 

		undefined_16: 

		undefined_17: 

		YEAR or est: 

		GPA est: 

		SCHOOLLOCATION: 

		DEGREEMAJOR: 

		undefined_18: 

		FR: Off

		SO: Off

		JR: Off

		SR: Off

		undefined_19: 

		undefined_20: 

		undefined_21: 

		undefined_22: 

		ROTC experience: 

		Y_9: Off

		N Year completed: Off

		Y_10: Off

		N What branch: Off

		undefined_23: 

		List a brief history of jobs you held prior to entering the military: 

		Where you terminated from any of these jobs if yes explain: 

		When did you begin your military service: 

		What led you to serve in the military: 

		undefined_24: 

		undefined_25: 

		undefined_26: 

		undefined_27: 

		What professional goals do you have during your career: 

		Y_11: Off

		N_6: Off

		How did the experience affect you: 

		Y_12: Off

		N_7: Off

		Y_13: Off

		N_8: Off

		Y_14: Off

		N_9: Off

		Have you ever received any of the following if yes include an explanation and estimated dates of actions 1: 

		Have you ever received any of the following if yes include an explanation and estimated dates of actions 2: 

		LORs: Off

		LOC: Off

		Article 15: Off

		Courts Martial: Off

		Other disciplinary actions taken: Off

		undefined_31: 

		undefined_32: 

		Have you ever been detainedarrested by Law Enforcement civilianmilitary including any alcohol or drug related incidentsevents: 

		Y_15: Off

		N_10: Off

		List all moving traffic violations you have received including explanations  dates indicate speed for any speeding tickets received: 

		Excellent_2: Off

		Good: Off

		Fair: Off

		Poor_2: Off

		Have you ever failed an AFPT or been assigned to the AF Weight Management Program: 

		undefined_33: 

		undefined_34: 

		Y_16: Off

		N_11: Off

		Other than your yearly physical have you seen a doctor in the past 12 months: 

		Y_17: Off

		N_12: Off

		Do you have any medical conditions: 

		Y_18: Off

		N_13: Off

		Are you currently on a medical profile or have a current waiver for any medical concerns: 

		Y_19: Off

		N_14: Off

		Have you ever been granted a medical waiver for any reason: 

		Y_20: Off

		N_15: Off

		Y_21: Off

		N_16: Off

		Do you now or have you ever used tobacco products: 

		Y_22: Off

		N_17: Off

		Do you now or have you historically had difficulty managing your anger: 

		Y_23: Off

		N_18: Off

		Does Mental HealthFamily Advocacy have an OPEN or CLOSED current or historical case in your name or the name of your significant otherspouse: 

		Y_24: Off

		N_19: Off

		If yes please give dates and explanation including resolution if closed: 

		Last Name  Last 4 SSN_2: 

		Y_25: Off

		N_20: Off

		If yes explain: 

		How do you manage stress in your life: 

		1_18: 

		2_18: 

		3_13: 

		1_19: 

		2_19: 

		3_14: 

		What do you look for when you are hiring an individual: 

		What characteristics would cause you to fire someone: 

		Off duty what hobbiesactivities do you enjoy camping hunting sailing sports video games DIY projects etc: 

		Y_26: Off

		N_21: Off

		If yes explain_2: 

		Y_27: Off

		N_22: Off

		If yes how does your spiritual life impact your daily living: 

		What is the most exciting thing you have ever accomplished: 

		What is the most challenging thing in which you have engaged: 

		What in your life are you most proud of: 

		Give your definition of integrity: 

		Y_28: Off

		N_23: Off

		If yes explain_3: 

		Y_29: Off

		N_24: Off

		If no explain: 

		Variable work hours: 

		Inconsistent schedule: 

		Risk of death: 

		Long work hours: 

		High ops tempo: 

		Hard demanding boss: 

		Frequent travel: 

		Frequent deployments: 

		Littleno room for error: 

		Physically strenuous: 

		Limited restrecovery: 

		Mentally strenuous: 

		Livework austere environments: 

		High level of responsibility: 

		Exposure to deathdyingloss: 

		High level of independence: 

		High risk for injury: 

		Extended time away from family: 

		Must speak out and question others: 

		TDY of 180 daysyear or more: 

		Isolation little social contact: 

		Being a new guy on the team: 

		Working with classified information: 

		Small or confining work positions: 

		Working with people of varied backgrounds: 

		Regular change unpredictability: 

		Part of a highly skilled team: 

		Member of a team facing danger: 

		Heavy focus on mission security: 

		Frequent use of maps and charts: 

		Date: 

		Last Name: 

		First Name: 

		Middle Initial: 

		undefined_28: 

		undefined_30: 

		undefined_29: 

		Text8: 

		Text7: 

		Text6: 

		Text9: 

		If other than Excellent, please explain: 

		Waiver Explained: 

		Check Box10: Off

		Check Box11: Off

		Check Box12: Off

		Text14: 

		Text15: 








INITIAL FITNESS TEST (IFT) WORKSHEET 


I. TEST INFORMATION
DATE START TIME            TEST SITE (NAME/ADDRESS) 


RECRUITER/  EVALUATOR (Rank, Last, First, MI) RIC CODE UNIT  Circle:  NPS  PS  RET/Crossflow  |  AD  Guard/Reserve       


II. APPLICANT’S INFORMATION


Flight NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial) Applicant ID: 


III. TEST RESULTS


TEST COMPONENT Final 
Results SWOE 


500m Surface Swim or 1500m Surface Swim (STO/CRO)  


Lap Times (Use spaces as needed for test facility) 


1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 


6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 


11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 


16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 


21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 


Lap Distance  Finish Time: 


15:00   P   F 


30-Minute Rest Period 


Lap Times (Use spaces as needed for test facility) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 


6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 


11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 


16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 


21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 


Lap Distance      Finish Time: 


8 P   F 


IFT QUALIFIED FOR CAREER FIELD   Yes   No 


IV. CERTIFICATION
APPLICANT: I certify that I was administered the IFT and have 
validated all information on this worksheet. 


APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE DATE: 


I certify that I am trained and certified to conduct the IFT and 
that the applicant named above was tested at the recorded 
time and location, and performed as recorded above. 


ADMINISTRATOR (Printed Name) DATE: 


PHONE: EMAIL: 


COMMANDER or SUPERINTENDENT  ENDORSEMENT: 
I certify that the Test Administrator above is fully qualified to 
administer the Initial Fitness Test (IFT). 


UNIT: 


DATE: 


IFT WORKSHEET, 1 Nov 21 Previous Editions Are Obsolete
Supersedes PAST worksheet. 


OPR: AETC/A3S (AETC.BAT.Directorate@us.af.mil)


Privacy Act Information:  The Information in this form is FOUO when filled in. Protect IAW the Privacy Act of 1974. 


Total Repetitions:


Total Repetitions:


25m Underwater Swim 2  
3-Minute Rest Period
25m Underwater Swim  1 


10-Minute Rest Period


Pull-u ps in 2 Minu tes (1 Minute STO/TACPO/CRO)
2-Minute   Rest   Period


Sit-up s in 2 Minut es


Push-ups in 2 Minutes          


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


1.5 Mile Run or 3 Mile Run (STO/TACPO/CRO) 


10-Minute Rest Period 


Total Repetitions:


PJ/CCT/TACP/SR 


8 P   F 


 50      P    F


  EOD


3 P   F 


Yes     No Yes        No


 Not   Tested


   10:20   P   F


  Not   Tested   Not  Tested


 Not    Tested   Not   Tested


  Not   Tested    Not   Tested


  Not   Tested


ADMINISTRATOR SIGNATURE:


TEST ADMINISTRATOR CERTIFICATION:


UNIT:


SERE 


8 P   F 


11:00   P   F 


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


12:30   P   F 


  Yes   No 


2-Minute   Rest   Period


 50      P    F  48      P    F


 40      P    F 40      P    F  40      P    F


11:00   P   F 


Name, Rank (Printed):


SIGNATURE:


Yes         No


12 P   F 


 75      P    F


 64      P    F


   22:00   P   F


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


32:00   P   F 


STO/CRO


12 P   F 


 75     P    F


 64      P    F


Yes     No


12:30   P   F 


   22:00   P   F


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


   10:20   P   F


TACPO


Applicant AFS (Circle AFS column title) 


26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 


31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 







AIR FORCE SPECIAL WARFARE/SERE/EOD Initial Fitness Test (IFT) Instructions
Purpose of the IFT is to assess a candidate’s physical abilities for entry into an AF career field. This test is comprised of several 
events which candidates must pass every event. Candidate will complete all portions of the test even if they do not meet standards 
on all components in order to determine physical condition status. Failure of any event will result in overall IFT failure. Test 
administrators will explain IFT procedures to include an explanation and/or demonstration of proper calisthenics form prior to 
starting the IFT. Test administrators must conduct the IFT in the order and time limits listed on this form. Test administrators (PTL in 
absence of functional personnel) will sign, have commander/superintendent endorse test results, and provide a copy to member. 


1. Calisthenics: Three components are evaluated for SW and SERE candidates while EOD only completes the pull-up component.
EOD candidates conducting a IFT with SW and SERE candidates will be alloted the 16 minutes between the pull-up component and
the run to prepare for the run.  Candidates will perform each component to either muscle failure or time completion, whichever
occurs first. The test administrator will start the stop watch upon directing the candidates to start the component and announce the
time remaining, in 30 second intervals. The counter will count the number of repetitions out loud. If the candidate breaks correct
form, the counter repeats the last correct number (e.g., one, two, two, three, etc.), as well as gives instruction on what was done
incorrectly (e.g., you are not extending your arms fully, chin not above the bar, keep your back straight, etc.).
1.1. Pull-ups: Pull-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is hanging from a bar, palms facing away from the candidate with
no bend in elbows (“dead-hang”) and the head in the neutral position (eyes facing forward). Hand spread is approximately shoulder
width apart. Count one; pull the body up until the chin is above the highest point of the horizontal plane of the bar maintaining the
neutral position. Count two; return to starting position. Legs are allowed to bend, but must not be kicked or manipulated to aid
upward movement. The only authorized rest position is the starting position. Adjustment of the hands is permitted, but if the
candidate falls off, releases from the bar or the candidate uses the ground to rest or assist in the exercise, the exercise is terminated.
If the candidate's feet inadvertently touch the ground, the repetition will not be counted.  If the exercise is terminated, the
repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.
1.2. Sit-ups: Sit-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is back flat on the surface, fingers interlocked behind the head, head
off the surface, and knees bent at approximately a 90-degree angle. Candidate’s feet will be placed under a “toe-hold” bar or held by
another individual. Count one; sit up so that the back is perpendicular to the surface. Count two; return to the starting position. The
exercise is continuous. If the member's buttocks rises from the surface or his fingers are not interlocked behind his head during the
repetition, the repetition is not counted. There is no authorized rest position, so if the member stops, the exercise is terminated. If
the exercise is terminated, the repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.
1.3. Push-ups: Push-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is hands, approximately shoulder width apart, arms, back, and
legs must remain locked straight and feet together. Count one; lower the body until the elbows are bent at a 90-degree or lower
angle and parallel (shoulder to elbow) to the ground. Count two; return to the starting position. The only authorized rest position is
the starting position. If the knees touch the ground the exercise is terminated. The exercise will also be terminated if the candidate
raises their buttocks in the air, sags their middle to the surface, or raise any hand or foot from their starting position. If the exercise
is terminated, the repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.


2. 1.5 or 3 Mile Run: Physical training (PT) clothes and running shoes are the only required items. The run must be conducted on an
accurately measured course with no more than a 2% incline on any portion of the course, preferably a running track. The test
administrator start the timing device upon instructing the candidates to start and will announce and annotate the time elapsed to
each candidate as they complete each lap.


3. Subsurface/Surface water: Only SW candidates complete the swim components of the IFT.  Swimsuit, sports bra, and goggles/
scuba mask are the only authorized equipment items.
3.1. 2 x 25 Meter Underwater Swim: This exercise is two-3 minute cycles consisting of an underwater swim and surface swim back
to the starting point. Candidate will take a breath, submerge, push off the pool wall and swim 25 meters underwater. Candidate will
then surface swim, any stroke, to the starting point. The second underwater cycle starts at the end of the first 3 minute period.
Complete the second cycle as listed above. If candidate breaks the water's surface during any portion of the underwater swim, the
component will be completed but considered a failure of this event.
3.2. 500 or 1500 Meter Surface Swim: This swim is conducted using the freestyle, breaststroke or sidestroke. The swim is
continuous. If a member stops (e.g. rests holding on the side of the pool) any time or uses the bottom of the pool to assist, the test
will be stopped and considered a failure of this event.


SWOE - Candidate must successfully complete all SWOE IFT components to be eligible to enter the Air Force as a 9T500, Basic Special 
Warfare Enlisted Airman.  This IFT will be conducted by an Air Force Recruiting Service designated test administrator.  The IFT will 
also be administered by the SWTW as a prerequisite for SW Prep and may be used to washback (vector to development) or possible 
removal from training. 


PJ/CCT/TACP/SR, TACPO, and STO/CRO - Candidate must successfully complete all IFT components to be eligible to enter the Air 
Force (Prior Service and ARC), crossflow or retrain into a SW AFS, or be reclassified from a 9T500 into a 1ZXX1 AFSC.  The PJ/CCT/
TACP/SR applies to enlisted (1Z) AFSCs.  TACPO applies to 19ZXB AFSC.  STO/CRO applies to 19ZXA and 19ZXC AFSCs respectfully.  
This IFT is conducted by a designated test administrator (Prior Service, Officer crossflow, and retraining candidates).  


SERE - Candidate must successfully complete all SERE IFT components to be eligible to enter the Air Force or retrain into SERE AFS.


EOD -  Candidate must successfully complete all EOD IFT components to be eligible to enter the Air Force or retrain into EOD AFS.


Any modifications of the IFT will be coordination with the OPR (AETC/A3S) and coordinated with the DAF functional manager and 
career field managers for approval.


 IFT WORKSHEET (Reverse)





		PAST Worksheet 19 Mar 19

		Blank Page



		DATE: 

		START TIME: 

		TEST SITE NAMEADDRESS: 

		RECRUITER Rank Last Name First Name MI: 

		RIC CODE: 

		UNIT: 

		Flight: 

		NAME Last First Middle Initial: 

		Applicant ID: 

		Final ResultsTotal Repetitions Pullups in 2 Minutes: 

		Final ResultsTotal Repetitions Situps in 2 Minutes: 

		Final ResultsPushups in 2 Minutes Total Repetitions: 

		1: 

		2: 

		3: 

		4: 

		5: 

		6: 

		7: 

		8: 

		9: 

		10: 

		11: 

		12: 

		13: 

		14: 

		15: 

		16: 

		17: 

		18: 

		19: 

		20: 

		21: 

		22: 

		23: 

		24: 

		25: 

		Lap Distance: 

		Final ResultsLap Distance Finish Time: 

		Final Results25m UnderwaterSwim 1: 

		Final Results25m UnderwaterSwim 2: 

		1_2: 

		2_2: 

		3_2: 

		4_2: 

		5_2: 

		6_2: 

		7_2: 

		8_2: 

		9_2: 

		10_2: 

		11_2: 

		12_2: 

		13_2: 

		14_2: 

		15_2: 

		16_2: 

		17_2: 

		18_2: 

		19_2: 

		20_2: 

		Lap Distance_2: 

		Final ResultsRow15: 

		DATE_2: 

		DATE_3: 

		UNIT_2: 

		EMAIL: 

		PHONE: 

		UNIT_3: 
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TACP OFFICER CANDIDATE DATA SUMMARY (v23)
(See Instructions on Page 2)


AUTHORITY:  10 U.S.C., Armed Forces, 8013, Secretary of the Air Force, and EO 9397. 
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE(S):  Used to apply for Air Liaison Officer duties; and to determine if applicant meets course prerequisites and is qualified for the course he has 
applied.  May be used by TACP Officer Selection Board officials to consolidate training and applicant data during the selection process. 
ROUTINE USES:  None. 
DISCLOSURE IS VOLUNTARY:  Failure to provide the information or SSN may delay individual the opportunity to attend the required course. 
PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 APPLIES – FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 


I. APPLICANT DATA DATE Previous Application For 19ZXB (Month / 
Year) 


1. NAME / RANK (First, Middle Initial, Last) 2. SSN


3. DATE OF BIRTH 4. CELL/HOME PHONE (Commercial) 


5. WORK ADDRESS and EMAIL ADDRESS 


6. ACTIVE DUTY DATA 


a. DATE OF 
RANK


b. DUTY TITLE and/or AFSC c. TAFCSD (Total Active
Federal Commissioned Service 
Date) 


d. UNIT AND DUTY STATION e. AERONAUTICAL RATING 
(Military)/DATE AWARDED


f. DUTY PHONE (DSN) g. COMMANDER’S NAME AND RANK 


h. COMMANDER’S PHONE i. COMMANDER’S EMAIL


II. ACADEMIC DATA –CURRENT OFFICERS USE UNDERGRAD DEGREE ALREADY AWARDED
7. ACADEMIC INSTITUTION 8. ACADEMIC MAJOR 9. GRADUATION DATE (or


expected)


10. CUMULATIVE
GPA


11. PHYSICAL FITNESS a. USAF FITNESS SCORE (Mandatory) b. ARMY FITNESS SCORE (if applicable) 


III. SPECIALIZED SKILLS OR EXPERIENCE – LIST BELOW (e.g., Airborne, Ranger, Combat Deployments,
Certifications)
12. LIST COURSES AND/OR EXPERIENCES HERE. CADETS AND CIVILIAN APPPLICANTS MAY INCLUDE WORK HISTORY AND OTHER RELEVANT 
CERTIFICATIONS, AFFILIATIONS, OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS.


IV. APPLICANTS REMARKS
13. REMARKS


DATE TYPED NAME AND GRADE OF APPLICANT SIGNATURE 


PAST RESULTS
3MI RUN TIME (22:00)


PULL UPS (12)


PUSH UPS (64)


SIT UPS (75)


500M SWIM TIME (12:30)







RECOMMENDATION 


14. SQUADRON COMMANDER COMMENTS (OR EQUIVALENT)


DATE TYPED NAME, GRADE, DUTY TITLE, AND 
ORGANIZATION 


SIGNATURE 


15. ENDORSEMENT FROM GROUP COMMANDER (OR EQUIVALENT) – NOT TO EXCEED SENIOR RATER


DATE TYPED NAME, GRADE, DUTY TITLE, AND 
ORGANIZATION 


SIGNATURE 


INSTRUCTIONS 
ITEM 


1 Thru 6 - Self-explanatory.  Enter N/A as appropriate. 


7 Thru 10 - Self-explanatory.  Current students enter expected graduation date and complete AFRS Form 1413 (Not required 
for USAFA and ROTC Cadets) 


11 - Self-explanatory.  Enter N/A if Army Fitness Test has not been accomplished. 


12 - Self-explanatory. Must have official certificate issued from US Air Force or US Army (attach) 


13 - Applicant remarks.  Two paragraphs maximum using normal sentences (no bullet statements). 
Paragraph 1 will explain applicant’s background and perceived strengths and weaknesses.  Paragraph 2 will 
explain why applicant wants to become an Air Liaison Officer, and why this career field is right for him/her. 


14 - Must be completed by the applicant’s current Squadron Commander, Commandant of Cadets, or CS AOC, or 
equivalent, in sentence format. First sentence should read, “THIS APPLICANT IS RANKED NUMBER ____ of 
____”.  Provide a stratification of the applicant against peers at that unit/institution. 


15 - Must be completed by applicant’s current Group Commander, Detachment Commander, Group AOC, or 
equivalent (not above senior rater) in sentence format.  First sentence (if applicable) should read, “THIS 
APPLICANT IS RANKED NUMBER ____ of ____”.  Provide a stratification of the applicant against peers at 
that unit/institution. 
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If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
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OMB NO. 0701-0150 Expires 31 Mar 2009

APPLICATION & EVALUATION FOR TRAINING LEADING TO A COMMISSION

IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

INSTRUCTIONS

(E) Enter "NA" or "Not Applicable" for any item that does not apply or to which you have no response.

(A) All entries must be typed, except where otherwise indicated. Add the ZIP Code to all addresses.

(B) When allotted space is insufficient, continue on page 7 when needed.

(F) Include an official transcript, including transcript key, for each earned degree reflected in Item 24.

Provide a complete explanation for each item (Identify each item with the item number.)

NOTE: Your home of record is the place designated as your home when you are commissioned, reinstated, appointed, reappointed, enlisted, inducted, or ordered to active duty. This address is used to determine travel entitlements when you separate from active duty.

(C) Enter all dates using year, month and day sequence (i.e., 19950715).

(D) Be certain that you understand and agree to the certification in item 23 prior to signing this application.

SECTION I

1. NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial) (Maiden, if applicable)

6. ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY APPLICANTS ONLY

GRADE

TAFMSD

CURRENT DOS

2. CURRENT ADDRESS (Complete Mailing Address and Phone Number to

Include Area Code)

SERVICING MPF  (Complete mailing address)

3. HOME ADDRESS (Home of Record)

BASE EDUCATION SERVICE OFFICE (BESO)

4. LEGAL STATE OF RESIDENCE (Include Zip Code)

HOME E-MAIL ADDRESS:

5. PERSONAL DATA

COML:

COML FAX:

BESO

TELEPHONES:

SSN

DATE OF BIRTH

DATE AVAILABLE FOR TRAINING

DSN:

DSN FAX:

BESO COUNSELOR'S

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

CURRENT UNIT OF ASSIGNMENT (Complete Mailing Address)

APPLICANT'S E-MAIL ADDRESS:

U.S. CITIZEN:

MARITAL STATUS:

YES

NO

CAFSC:

Applicant's PAS CODE:

SINGLE

(If Yes, check appropriate item)

MARRIED TO MILITARY MEMBER

DATE DEPARTED CONUS:

NATIVE BORN

MARRIED TO CIVILIAN

DATE ELIGIBLE TO RETURN FROM OVERSEAS:

BORN ABROAD OF US PARENTS

SEPARATED

DIVORCED

NATURALIZED

WIDOWED

DUTY TELEPHONES:

7A. APPLYING FOR: (Check & initial program & category for which you apply)

COML:

DSN:

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL (OTS)

7D.    VOLUNTEER FOR FLYING DUTY

AFROTC

AIRMAN EDUCATION AND COMMISSIONING PROGRAM (AECP)

OTHER (Specify)

(1)

YES

7B.  RATED LINE CATEGORIES (OTS Applicants Only) (List 1st and 2nd Choice)

(2)

NO

AIR BATTLE MANAGER

PILOT

NAVIGATOR

(3)

8. NON-LINE:

PRE-HEALTH

NURSE

OTHER (Specify)

9. AFOQT SCORES (Most Recent) (Include score printout with application.)

FORM

VERSION

DATE TESTED

PILOT

NAV

AA

VERBAL

QUANTITATIVE

# OF TIMES TESTED

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE

AF Form 56, 20061030

7C. NON-RATED LINE AF SPECIALTY CHOICES

(For AFRS, indicate 3, using utilization field titles not codes.

For AFROTC/AECP, indicate 1 desired degree title.)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( When filled in) PAGE 1 OF 7 PAGES

NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS (Other than spouse, completely dependent on you)

The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 20 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,

searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding

this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing the burden to: Department of Defense, Washington

Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports  (0701-0150) , 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302.

Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to any penalty for failing to comply with a collection of

information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number. PLEASE DO NOT RETURN YOUR FORM TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS. RETURN

COMPLETED FORM TO YOUR RECRUITER OR BASE EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER.

AUTHORITY: 10 U.S.C., Armed Forces, 2107, Financial Assistance Program for Specially Selected Members; 10 U.S.C. 9411. Establishment and Purpose of Schools and Camps; EO 9397. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To document evidence of application for consideration to enter an officer training program leading to a commission and 	 voluntary contractual agreement to serve the period specified. ROUTINE USES: Blanket routine uses. DISCLOSURE IS VOLUNTARY: Failure to furnish the information may result in denial of consideration for training leading to a commission.

10. AERONAUTICAL TRAINING

LIST OTHER ADVANCED AERONAUTICAL RATINGS YOU HOLD (Use page 7 if needed.)

PRIVATE PILOT LICENSE

YES

NO

COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENSE

YES

NO

11A. HAVE YOU EVER PREVIOUSLY MADE APPLICATION FOR OR BEEN CONTRACTED IN A PROGRAM LEADING TO A COMMISSION IN ANY COMPONENT OF

THE UNIFORMED SERVICES (Include service academies, ROTC programs, Platoon Leaders Course, Officer Training (OCS/OTS), etc.)

YES

NO

(If "YES", complete items B and C below. If "CONTRACTED" include a copy of DD Form 785, Record of Disenrollment from Officer

Candidate-Type Training, and a waiver request with details explaining the disenrollment)

RESULTS (DATES) (If marked disqualified/declined or disenrolled, provide a detailed

explanation on page 7).

B.   NAME AND NATURE OF

DATE

APPLIED

DATE

ENROLLED

PROGRAM

SELECTED

NONSELECTED

DISQUALIFIED

DECLINED

DISENROLLED

C. DID YOU INCUR AN ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE COMMITMENT?

YES

NO

(If "YES", enter the date the commitment was satisfied)

12. WERE YOU EVER ELIMINATED FROM A COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN A MILITARY FLYING SCHOOL LEADING TO AN AERONAUTICAL RATING? (Include

AFROTC, USAFA, and OTS Light Plane Training; AVROC; Navy ACOCS; etc.)

YES

NO

(If "YES" complete the information below.)

DATE

TYPE OF TRAINING

REASON FOR ELIMINATION

SCHOOL

CLASS

13. HAVE YOU EVER PREVIOUSLY MADE APPLICATION FOR OR BEEN ENLISTED IN ANY COMPONENT OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES?

YES

NO

(If "YES", complete the statement below in chronological order)

DATES

HIGHEST

GRADE

PRIMARY

ACTIVE DUTY, GUARD,

DUTY TITLE

COMPONENT

FROM

TO

AFSC

OR RESERVE

14. HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED SEVERANCE PAY, SEPARATION PAY, READJUSTMENT PAY,  VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI), OR SPECIAL

SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB) PAY WHEN RELEASED FROM ACTIVE DUTY OR DISCHARGED FROM ANY UNIFORMED SERVICE?

YES

NO

(If "YES", explain on page 7.)

(If "YES", explain below.  List all offenses charged against you regardless of final disposition, including such situations where the

involvement has not been recorded locally or the record has been ordered sealed or expunged by the court)

YES

NO

OFFENSE

DATE

PLACE

AGE

DISPOSITION OF CHARGE

COURT

YES

NO

A.  WERE YOU DETAINED, CONFINED, OR PLACED ON PROBATION FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE ?

YES

NO

B.  WAS THERE USE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL CITED?

16.  ARE YOU A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR?

(A conscientious objector is defined as: one who has or had a firm, fixed, and sincere objection to participation in

war in any form or to bearing of arms because of religious training or belief, which includes solely moral or ethical beliefs.)

YES

NO

17.  Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any organization or movement that seeks to alter our form of government by unconstitutional means, or

sympathetically associated with any such organization, movement, or members, or members thereof?

(If "YES", explain on page 7.)

YES

NO

18. HAVE YOU EVER FILED FOR BANKRUPTCY? (If "YES", explain on page 7.)

YES

NO

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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15. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN INVOLVED IN, ARRESTED, INDICTED, OR CONVICTED OF ANY VIOLATION OF CIVIL OR MILITARY LAW, INCLUDING NONJUDICIAL

PUNISHMENT PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 15 OF THE UCMJ, OR MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS? (Any incident other than minor nontraffic must be explained (use

page 7) and may require corroboration, see AFI 36-2002, Regular Air Force and Special Category Accessions.)

EMPLOYER

TYPE OF WORK

DATES (FROM - TO)

SALARY

REASON TERMINATED

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20. EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE

SUBJECT

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE

GRADUATE DEGREE

SUBJECT MAJOR/MINOR

SCHOOL HONORS

POSITION(S) IN STUDENT

ORGANIZATION(S)

(Social, Academic, Fraternal)

SCHOLARSHIPS

TYPES OF ATHLETIC

PARTICIPATION

  APPLICANT'S

WRITTEN INITIALS

21. I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT

A. No promises have been made to me concerning the selection or utilization field of assignment, if selected.

D. I must serve a minimum ADSC of 4 years from the date I enter Extended Active Duty as a commissioned officer. If selected for one of the Air Force specialties below, I will comply as follows:

(1) If selected for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT), I will incur an ADSC of 10 years (AFI 36-2107, Active Duty Service Committments (ADSC), table 1.1, rule 10) from the date I am awarded a pilot aeronautical rating.

(2) If selected for Undergraduate Navigator Training (UNT), I will incur an ADSC for 6 years (AFI 36-2107, Active Duty Service Committments (ADSC), table 1.1, rule 12) from the date I am awarded an aeronautical rating.

(3) If selected for Air Battle Management (ABM) Training, I will incur an ADSC for 3 years (AFI 36-2107, Active Duty Service Committments (ADSC), table 1.1, rule 13) from the date I am awarded an aeronautical rating.

E. Upon completion of training, I will accept an appointment as an officer in the Air Force, if offered.

F. If, when I am qualified for such consideration, I am considered for a Regular Air Force appointment, and:

(1) A Regular Air Force appointment is tendered and I do not accept, I may be subject to involuntary separation based on the needs of the Air Force and current policy.

(2) If, after I accept a Regular Air Force appointment, I desire to resign my commission and be separated from Active Duty, I must tender my resignation under appropriate directives. My separation will be contingent on acceptance of my resignation by the Secretary of the Air Force and may also be contingent upon my accepting a Reserve appointment if I have not yet fulfilled my Military Service Obligation.

G. I understand, as a potential Air Force Officer, I may be required to be trained in and exercise control of, to include actual release of, nuclear weapons in support of current nuclear deterrence policy.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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19. EMPLOYMENT RECORD (OTS applicants only) (Begin with your present position and work back. Do not enter part-time employment of less than 60 days duration.)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( When filled in) PAGE 3 OF 7 PAGES

I. (AFROTC/AECP Applicants Only)  Following AFROTC, my initial assignment as a commissioned officer will be at a location other than my

current assignment (AFI 36-2110, Assignments).

B. If I am a bonus recipient still serving on a term of enlistment or extension for which the bonus was paid and still due to receive future annual installment payment(s), I understand that on the first class day, my future annual installment payment(s) will be suspended. If I am eventually commissioned, I will lose all entitlements to the suspended payments. If I am not commissioned; and I am returned to enlisted status in my                   bonus skill, I will begin receiving my installment payments, less a deduction for the time spent in the commissioning program in accordance with          AFI 36-2606,Reenlistment in the United States Air Force.

C. If I do not complete the course of flying training, all technical training requirements, or formal upgrade or certification training as defined in

AFI 36-3207, Separating Commissioning Officers, the needs of the Air Force will determine whether or not I remain on active duty. If I remain on

active duty, I agree to accept and serve the Active Duty Service Commitment(s)(ADSC)associated with withdrawal or elimination from an

education or training event, according to AFI 36-2006, Oath of Office (Military Personnel) and Certificate of Commission.

H. (AFROTC Applicants only) I understand that if I was selected for an allocation into the Professional Officer Course under the provisions of

AFI 36-2013, and I am separated early from active duty to accept an allocation, and I am later disenrolled, I may be returned to active duty in

enlisted status for a period of 2 years.

J. (AFROTC/AECP Applicants Only)  If I am medically disqualified from the career field for which selected, I may be eliminated from

AFROTC/AECP unless my academic background and experience can be utilized in another career field.

K.

(AECP Applicants Only)  As a condition of receiving advanced education as defined in Title 10, United States Code, Section 2005, I understand

and agree:

(1) To complete the academic and military requirements specified in AFI 36-2013, Officer Training School (OTS) and Airman Commissioning

Programs, and to serve on Active Duty for the period specified in this agreement.

(4) Only the Secretary of the Air Force or designee may excuse me from my obligation to serve on Active Duty for the period specified in this agreement.

(5) A final decree of discharge in bankruptcy under Title 11, United States Code, if obtained within a period of five years after the last day of the specified period which I had agreed to serve, will not release me from my obligation to reimburse the United States as specified in this agreement.

(1) If disenrolled in my AS200, sophomore year, AS300, junior year, or AS400 senior year, I may either be returned to Active Duty in an enlisted status for a period of two years or be required to reimburse the United States for all scholarship monies expended on my behalf.

(2) If disenrolled in my freshman year, my ADSC shall be equivalent to the time not served on my original enlistment contract when separated 	to accept the AFROTC scholarship. If my service commitment is less than 1 year at the time of release to enter AFROTC, I may be discharged	 and not returned to Active Duty unless I specifically request to do so from the AFROTC Commander.

22. WHAT ARE YOUR OBJECTIVES AND REASONS FOR DESIRING AN AIR FORCE COMMISSION? (Include what you have to offer the Air Force. Confine

comments to this space. Attachments ARE NOT authorized) (MUST BE TYPED).

APPLICANT'S

WRITTEN INITIALS

B.  RATED AGE STATEMENT:

APPLICANT'S

WRITTEN INITIALS

I am submitting my application with the understanding, if selected and physically qualified, I must enter BOT early enough to follow on and enter UPT, UNT, or ABM training prior to age 30. If the Air Force is unable to place me in a BOT class that would facilitate the same, my selection as a (Pilot/Navigator/ABM) will be withdrawn.

23. I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING ENTRIES ARE TRUE, CORRECT, AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.

DATE

TYPED NAME AND GRADE OF APPLICANT

SIGNATURE

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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L. (ASCP/POC-ERP Applicants only)     I understand if I am selected for an AFROTC scholarship under the provisions of AFI 36-2013 and

separated early from Active Duty to accept an AFROTC scholarship and my scholarship is terminated for any reason, I will not be relieved of my

obligation to AFROTC and the Air Force. Upon termination of my scholarship and at the discretion of the AFROTC Commander, I may be

required to continue training in the AFROTC program or be disenrolled. Specifically:

A.  NON-RATED AGE STATEMENT

I am submitting my application with the understanding, if selected and physically qualified, I must enter Basic Officer Training (BOT) early enough to be commissioned prior to my 35th birthday. If the Air Force is unable to place me in a BOT class that graduates before my 35th birthday, my selection to BOT will be withdrawn.

(3) Should I voluntarily or because of misconduct, fail to complete either period of Active Duty, or should I fail to fulfill any term or condition

specified in this agreement, I will reimburse the United States for the percentage of the cost of my education. (The reimbursement amount

will be based on the unfulfilled portion of the commitment(s) incurred.)

(2) Should I fail to complete the academic or military requirements of AFI 36-2013, or refuse to accept an appointment in the United States Air

Force, I agree to serve on Active Duty for the remaining portion of my enlistment contract, IF OFFERED.

SECTION II

24. COMPUTING THE DATA

NAME OF INSTITUTION

TOTAL QUALITY POINTS

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS

(a)

(b)

(c)

=

TOTAL:

CUMULATIVE GPA

divided by

25.  BASE EDUCATION OFFICE/RECRUITING SQUADRON REVIEW

I have reviewed this application, and I am responsible for its accuracy.

DATE

TYPED NAME AND GRADE OF REVIEWING OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE

(USAF Recruiting Service Interviewing Official or Unit Commander must complete this section.  You must evaluate all factors.)

SECTION III

26. NON-NATIVE ENGLISH-SPEAKING (NES)  IDENTIFICATION STATEMENT

A.

This applicant is not NES.

does

This applicant is NES, and during the course of my interview I have determined this applicant

does not

demonstrate English speaking

and/or comprehension abilities at a level that will allow the applicant to function effectively as an Air Force officer.

27. DEPENDENT CARE RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT (Military applicants only) (Civilian applicants use AF IMT 3010,USAF Statement of Understanding

Dependent Care Responsibilities).

Cmdr Initials

Family Care Plans. The applicant

I have reviewed AF IMT 357, Family Care Certification, and briefed the applicant on the contents of AFI 36-2908,

fully understands Air Force policy on the relationship between dependent care responsibilities and military duties and obligations, both in peacetime and during contingencies. The applicant's entry into a commissioning program would not adversely affect dependent care.

28.  INTERVIEW

NONE

AGE

MORAL

DD 785

R.E. CODE

DRUG

OTHER (Specify)

A. WAIVERS REQUIRED

B. ASSIGNMENT LIMITATIONS  (If YES, please explain (Non-US citizen relatives, CHAP Depn, Peace Corps, etc.)

Cmdr Initials

(1)  I certify that I am the applicant's squadron commander (equivalent if assigned to group or higher).

does

does not

contain derogatory information.

(2)  I have reviewed the applicant's service record and it

(3)  Attached letter of recommendation is within the applicant's chain-of-command (no higher than senior rater of applicant's organization).

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
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C. AF ACTIVE DUTY,  AF RESERVE OR ANG MANDATORY COMMANDER STATEMENTS   (AFRS Applicant)

B. (For NES identified applicants only) . I have advised the applicant of this NES determination, and if selected for a commissioning program, he/she must attain a

score of 90 or above on the English Comprehension Level Test.  He/she must also achieve a score of 2+/2 on a Defense Language Institute English Language

Center interview. I have also advised the applicant that failure to achieve qualifications within 45 days of selection notification will result in withdrawal of the selection.

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the quality-point system (A+, A, A- =4, B+, B, B- =3, C+, C, C- =2, D+, D, D- =1, and F=0). Using AFI 36-2305,Educational Classification and

Coding Procedures, convert quarter hours to semester hours(one quarter hour equals two thirds of one semester hour). Include credit hours and quality points

for all courses taken where a grade was received. For incompletes, use an "F" as the grade awarded. If courses were retaken, figure both into the average.  Do not

include credit hours or quality points for withdrawals, courses that were audited, or pass-fail.  List each college or university separately. (You must list all colleges

and universities you have attended in Column (a).) Total Columns (b) and (c); then, divide the total of (b) by the total of (c) to determine the cumulative GPA.

For AFRS applicants only:  For graduate and above course work or degrees, list name of institution, type of program (i.e., MS, MBA, PhD...) and cumulative institution

GPA on page 7, Continuation Sheet.

28.

INTERVIEW (Continued)

BELOW

AVERAGE

EVALUATION FACTORS

FAIR

AVERAGE

EXCELLENT

OUTSTANDING

A.  APPEARANCE:

(Grooming, posture, physique, etc.)

B.  CONFIDENCE, MATURITY

(Sincerity, social adjustment, etc.)

C.  ATTITUDE

(Adaptability to military life, travel, remote

assignment, etc.)

D.  MOTIVATION

(Enthusiasm, worked way through school, effort

to make interview, etc.)

E.  WORK EXPERIENCE

(Positions held, responsibility, supervision, etc.)

F.  LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

(Team captain, project officer, community

activities, volunteer work, chairperson, etc.)

G.  MENTAL ALERTNESS

(Ability to present and understand ideas, etc.)

H.  COMMUNICATION SKILLS

(Grammar, vocabulary, articulation,etc.)

I.   POTENTIAL TO COMPLETE PROGRAM

(Interest in program, reaction to program, etc.)

J.  OVERALL EVALUATION

K.  COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (MANDATORY)  (Use Bullet Format.  Include comments on applicant's officer potential.)

DATE

SIGNATURE

TYPED NAME, GRADE, TITLE, ORGANIZATION AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

OF INTERVIEWING OFFICIAL

SECTION IV

29.  COMMENTS  (If item 28 was signed by a captain or below, a field grade officer in the applicant's chain of command must provide an endorsement).

DATE

TYPED NAME, GRADE, AND TITLE

SIGNATURE
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30.  Continuation Sheet for Items 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 24.
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MANUAL OVERVIEW   
Inside this training plan you will find an all-encompassing eight (8) week training plan 


that will guide you through your preparation for TACP Officer Phase II A/S. The goal of this 
training plan is to ensure that the TACP Weapons System (body) can withstand the rigors of 
Officer Assessment and Selection. By completing the training plan in the following pages over 
the course of the coming weeks we will prepare your weapons system for the demands of this 
physically and mentally demanding course.   


We will accomplish this mission through a six weekly training sessions which will include 
the following:   


- Run Based Improvement Plan   
 Intervals (Aerobic Capacity), Trail Runs & Kit Runs   


- Ruck Based Improvement Plan   
- Improve Work Capacity   


 Callisthenic Based Circuits   
- Increase Absolute Strength   


 Weight Training   
- Decrease Risk of Injury   


 Soft Tissue Work/ Foam Rolling & Dynamic, Static Stretching/ Flexibility   


Under ideal circumstances you will need to start this training plan no later than nine 
(9) weeks out from your class report date! This will ensure that you have a proper de-load/ 
recovery period and travel time to report for your course.   


 Within this manual you will also find a Nutrition Performance Plate, Sleep for Performance and 
Recovery, as well as a Hydration Chart to help support proper recovery. We have also included 
a very basic equipment list that can be purchased via Amazon Prime or at a local retail store 
such as Academy Sports or Dicks Sporting Goods.   


If you have any further questions moving forward please feel free to email either of us 
at the address listed below.   


Joe Herold 19ASOS Exercise Physiologist:   
- joseph.c.herold.ctr@mail.mil   


Charles Smith 19ASOS Exercise Physiologist:   
- charles.c.smith390.ctr@mail.mil  
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TACTICAL ATHLETE PERFORMANCE PLATE 
 


 
 
Easy Training Day = Rest, recovery and/or light activity day  


 Moderate Training Day = Single training session day   
Hard Training Day = Double day/ multiple training sessions and ruck day  


- Each day of the week will be color coordinated below in the eight week training plan  
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TACTICAL ATHLETE HYDRATION CHART  


HYDRATION 101:   
- Drink at minimum half your bodyweight in fluid ounces of water throughout the course of 


each day   
- Limit caffeine   
- Avoid/ limit pre workout supplements   
- Limit intake of alcoholic beverages   
- Limit carbonated beverages   
- Limit full sugar sport drinks (Gatorade/ PowerAde) to pre/ post workout   


Gatorade & PowerAde Zero throughout course of day  


 


 


 







SLEEP FOR PERFORMANCE & RECOVERY 


 Sleep is a skill and often the first sign that the body is out of align. Inadequate 
sleep, whether total or partial or intentional or unintentional, negatively impacts a 
Soldiers military effectiveness which is evidenced by a reduced ability to execute 
complex cognitive tasks, communicate effectively, quickly make appropriate decisions, 
maintain vigilance, and sustain a level of alertness that is required to carry out assigned 
duties.  Both total sleep deprivation and partial sleep deprivation can also have 
significant effects on emotional, cognitive, and physical capabilities such as deficits in 
marksmanship, physical training, decision-making, and risk-taking behavior.   


 Sleep deprivation can also increase the stress response in the body, as well as 
inflammation, and pain. If you have trouble sleeping and frequent injuries (sprains, 
strains, or pain/longer time to recover)  addressing sleep should be the number one 
(1) priority. Think of lack of sleep as drinking beer:  


6 hours of sleep = 2-3 beers 


4 hours of sleep = 5 – 6 beers (ethanol content of which is considered above the legal 
intoxication limit in most states 


2 hours of sleep = 7-8 beers 


0 hours of sleep = 10-11 beers 


You would never go to work drunk because performance is impaired with drinking 
alcohol. So is getting by with less sleep really a badge of honor. Most definitely not, 
especially since sleep disturbances are a stronger predictor of pain than pain is of sleep 
disturbances and are more prone to injury with just one (1) night of bad sleep.  


 It is recommended that for the next eight (8) weeks that you get the best sleep 
that you can to allow for optimal recovery. The following are recommendations that 
should be fairly easily adaptable to training.  


• Limit caffeine within 6-8 hours of bed 
• Limit large meals within 2-3 hours of bed (Fasting= cool body, sleep better; 


Eating/snacking/drinking = warm body, poor sleep due to digestion process). Try 
to eat a majority of food between sunrise and sunset.  


• Try to avoid exercise, especially heavy exercise close to bed due to increase in 
HR, body temperature, puts stress on the body, and static lighting in gym 
preventing melatonin production leading to a poor quality of sleep.  


• Avoid supplements and medications close to bed unless otherwise directed by 
physician. Magnesium supplements should be taken at least 1hr before bed. 







Believe it or not, there is an importance to “Morning Wood,” even for females. That’s 
right, your morning erections (or lack thereof) are a sign of what is working well (or 
not so well) in your cardiovascular, nervous, and endocrine (hormone) systems! 


So what are the functions of morning hard-ons you may be asking? 


The scientific name for sleepy time erections: nocturnal penile tumescence. The first 
thing you should know about these special boners is that they are normal and a great 
sign that many of your body systems are functioning nominally. As you are aware, 
your autonomic nervous system has two branches: the sympathetic (fight or flight) and 
parasympathetic (rest and digest). Morning erections are caused by the latter. Our 
adrenaline should be very low while we are in REM sleep (dreaming) causing our 
parasympathetic system to be dominant and therefore generating these nocturnal 
erections.  


Although scientists are not to sure why we get these erections while we sleep, yes, I said 
we, women get them too, they just aren’t as noticeable as the male situation and caused 
by hormonal fluctuations at night stimulating blood flow. Although you may have several 
separate erections each night while you sleep, you may only notice the one(s) in the 
early morning when you’re in and out of REM sleep. If you wake from a dream in the 
morning and notice an erection, it may have been caused by the dream, but much of the 
time, our dreams and erections are not connected. Nocturnal erections aren’t just 
occurring in the morning and should actually be occurring all night long (as long as your 
nervous, endocrine, and vascular systems are functioning well)! 


Stop for a moment and think about how the parasympathetic nervous system functions. 
We call it the “rest and digest” system because of these specific neural connections and 
how they work to facilitate our processes of digestion and recovery. If this system is 
functioning well, it suggests that we are recovering optimally from exercise and life. And 
when we’re parasympathetic-dominant in the middle of the night, erections. If no 
nighttime erections, perhaps we are sympathetic-dominant from a stressful day and our 
body is having trouble downregulating. So stress and stress response does play a role 
here. Therefore, balancing your stress equation may prove to be positively influential to 
improving this vital daily function. 


Erections and Hormones 


As mentioned above, morning wood acts as a systems check for many of our body 
systems. The endocrine system is also supported here. Research suggests higher levels 
of testosterone leads to a greater frequency of nocturnal erections. And of course, higher 
testosterone levels support greater recovery and gains in strength and improvement in 
other physical qualities, too. 


Erections and Heart Health 


To really put the stamp of importance on this daily occurrence, nocturnal erections are a 
sign of healthy endothelial cell function, which is very important for heart health. 



https://www.crossfitinvictus.com/blog/managing-stress/

https://www.crossfitinvictus.com/blog/stress-equation/





Endothelial cells line our blood vessels in our entire body, including the walls of the blood 
vessels in the heart and genitals. Fully functioning endothelial cells allow for development 
and maintenance of strong erections AND resists the build-up of plaque in the heart while 
preventing clots and constriction of arteries. 


In fact, there is a massive connection between erections and heart attacks! Dr. Joel 
Kahn, a cardiologist from Minnesota, suggests that, “Erectile dysfunction (ED) is an 
amazing predictor of future coronary artery disease events. Rarely in medicine is there 
ever a risk factor this powerful. To compare, smoking…may raise the risk of similar 
events 3-fold.” To put that in perspective, an inability to get it up is 17 times more potent 
a predictor of heart attack compared to having a smoking habit. 


Here are some simple guidelines: 


Nutrition. Eat lots of vegetables and fruit, lean meats, some starches, and healthy fats. 
Minimize sugar, excess caloric intake, fried and/or highly processed foods. 


Sleep. Spend 7+ hours of uninterrupted time sleeping in each 24-hour cycle, and get off 
your screens 60 minutes before bed. No matter what your sleep schedule, get some 
morning sunlight and minimize light exposure before bed. This will help set and maintain 
your circadian rhythm. 


Stress. Manage your life in a way that your stressors are balanced with stress releasors. 
We each approach this uniquely. One of the main factors to support a long and healthy 
life is time with friends, family, and/or a community of people who you respect and enjoy 
spending time with. 


Movement and Training. Walk as much as you can fit in each day, and train enough for 
where your current abilities are. Too much causes problems. Not enough causes other 
problems. 


Of course there are other things, but these are the big ones. Once again, health comes 
down to doing many small things consistently well, just like training.  
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EQUIPMENT LIST:   
A quick Google search will reveal endless options for various budgets on all the 


equipment listed below. For example we would suggest going to Home Depot or Lowes and 
purchasing a 3 foot section of 3” PVC Pipe as a substitute for a foam roller. This will last a 
lifetime and at a fraction of the cost a true foam roller.   


There will be a monetary investment up front. We feel this minimal investment is 
necessary to ensure complete and balanced training for the TACP weapons system. Below you 
will find a small list of equipment that you will need to complete the following training plan. Along 
with a few vendors for one stop shopping.   


- Resistance Bands   
 ½”, 1” and 2”   


- Suspension Trainer   
 TRX, Jungle Gym (Great Value) or Edge Trainer   


- Jump Rope   
- Lacrosse Ball   
- Foam Roller   


  


   


PURCHASE OPTIONS-   
- Local Sporting Goods Store or Retail Outlet   
- Amazon Prime   
- Perform Better: https://www.performbetter.com/  
- Gopher Equipment: https://www.gophersport.com/fitness?hv=1  
- Power Systems: https://www.power-systems.com/shop 
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TACP OFFICER PHASE II TRAINING PLAN   


Activation/ Warm Up:   
- Complete one of the following protocols prior to your days training   
- You will more than likely need to YouTube some of the following exercises throughout this training plan   We have 


used universal terminology to make this easier and more user friendly   


 Option #1: x3 Rounds   
 Jump Rope x1 minute  
 Walking Lunge x15ea leg  
 World’s Greatest Stretch x10ea side   


 Option #2: x3 Rounds   
 Jumping Jack x1 minute   
 Air Squat x15  
 Inchworm Walk x10 out & ups  


 Option #3: x3 Rounds   
 Mountain Climber x1 minute  
 Scapular Push Up/ Push Up Plus x15  
 Lateral Lunge w/ Overhead Reach x10ea  


 Option #4: x3 Rounds   
 Run x200m   
 Reverse Lunge w/ Overhead Reach x10ea leg  
 Spiderman Push Up x5ea side  
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Rate of Perceived Exertion Scale (RPE)   
 


RPE Scale Subjective Rating Corresponding Heart Rate 
Equivalence 


6  60 
7 Very, Very Light 70 
8  80 
9 Very Light 90 


10  100 
11 Fairly Light 110 
12  120 
13 Somewhat Hard 130 
14  140 
15 Hard 150 
16  160 
17 Very Hard 170 
18  180 
19 Very, Very Hard 190 
20  200 


 
 
Interval Run (Aerobic Capacity):   


- Interval (Aerobic capacity) run days are built around improving overall work capacity through shorter bursts of higher 
intensity runs with small/ limited recovery periods.   


o RPE Scale of 16-18+   


Trail Run:   


- Trail run days are built with the goal of improving aerobic capacity and to help condition the body for training in boots 
over uneven terrain.   


o RPE Scale of 13-16   


Steady State Run:   


- Steady state run days promote recovery through an increase of blood flow/ heart function along with  
improving aerobic capacity.   


o RPE Scale of 11-15  
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WEEK 1   


Day 1: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Testing: Test your max reps on the following 3 exercises. You should notice your endurance and reps go up over the next few 
weeks.   


o Push Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Sit Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Pull Up __________= Max Reps in 1 Minute   


2.Aerobic Capacity Run:   
- 200m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog 
  400m at moderate pace, 200m easy jog 
  600m at moderate pace, 300m easy jog 
  600m at moderate pace, 300m easy jog 
  400m at moderate pace, 200m easy jog 
  200m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog 
 Total:3600m 


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Lats, Scaps & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Hamstring Stretch 2x30sec (Option for band assisted)   
- Roll to Reach 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Front Squat (3 count negative) _____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
A2.Suspension Trainer Inverted Row (3 count negative)_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
A3. Chin-ups (3 count negative) _______x 5-7 ________ x 5-7 ________ x 5-7 __________ x 5-7 
B1.Single Leg Romanian Deadlift (RDL) (5 count negative) _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
B2.Dumbbell or Barbell Bench (3 count negative) _____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
C1..Band Pull Apart x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (**Keep traps down, squeezing at shoulder blades**) 
C2. Negative Push-up (6 count negative) ______ x 5 _______ x 5 ________ x 5 ________ x 5 
D.Stationary Lunge Isometric Hold x 3 min/leg (accumulate)  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x2 Miles IN BOOTS  Time: __________ 
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o Air Squat x20 + Mountain Climbers x15 + Sit Up x10 + Pull Up x5   
 Max Rounds in 15minutes __________= Total Rounds   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Groin 2x15 passes each   
- Pigeon Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Leg Swings –Front to Back & Side to Side 2x10ea leg/ ea exercise   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Single Arm Lat Pull Down_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x30sec_____x30sec_____x30sec_____x30sec   
B2.Dumbbell Arnold Press _____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
C.Band Pull Through x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (Standing) 
D.Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x15 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on rep 
15 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Steady State Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x3 Miles in Running Shoes        Time: ____________ 
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   
 Descending Pyramid 10ea –9ea –8ea –7ea –6ea –5ea –4ea –3ea –2ea –1ea _________= Total Time  


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Calves, IT Bands & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Brettzel Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Side Lying Thoracic Spine Rotation 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x4 miles at a 13-15 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 35lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   







Day 7:   
- Rest/ Recover  
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WEEK 2   


Day 1: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run:   


- 2 sets of:  
     2500m at moderate pace. 750m easy jog 
     Rest 2 min 
     1500m at moderate pace (faster than 2500m pace), 1000m easy jog 
     Rest 2 min 
     1250m at fast pace (faster than 1500m pace, should be the fastest pace), 1250m easy jog 
     Rest 2 min 
     Repeat 


2.Post Interval Run Circuit:   
o Backpack Burpee Ground to Overhead x5 + Squat Jump x10 + Sit-ups x15 + Running man line jumps x 30 + 
Jumping Jacks x 30   


 Complete as many rounds as possible in 15 min __________= Rounds   
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Lats, Scaps & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Hamstring Stretch 2x30sec (Option for band assisted)   
- Roll to Reach 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Barbell Back Squat (3 count negative, 2 count pause at bottom) _____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
A2.Single Arm Row _____x12/arm _____x 12/arm _____x 12/arm _____x 12/arm 
A3. Plate/Object Overhead Walking Lunge _______ x 14 steps _______ x 14 steps ________ x 14 steps _______ x 14 steps  
B1.KB/other weighted object windmills  _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
B2. Dragon Flags (8 count negative) ________x 10 __________ x 10 __________ x 10 _________ x 10 
B3.Seated Dumbbell Single Arm Strict Press with Band   _____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
C1) Bent over/Lying Bat Wing Holds  4 xx 30s 
C2) Right arm forward push-ups _______ x 10-15 ________ x 10-15 _________ x 10-15 _______ x 10-15 
C3) Left arm forward push-ups ________ x 10-15 _________ x 10-15 ________ x 10-15 ________ x 10-15  
D1) .Stationary Lunge Hold 4 x 1 min 
D2) Seated Leg Lifts _______ x 10-15 _______x 10-15 ________x10-15 ________x 10-15 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x2.5 Miles in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   
          Complete the following 4 min rounds:  


1) 8 rounds of 20s air squats, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min.  


2) 8 rounds of 20s strict pull-ups, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


3) 8 rounds of 20s burpees, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


4) 8 rounds of 20s bicycle crunches, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


5) 8 rounds of 20s chin over bar static hold, rest 10s 
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Groin 2x15 passes each   
- Pigeon Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Leg Swings –Front to Back & Side to Side 2x10ea leg/ ea exercise   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Rear foot elevated Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Tricep Pull Down (20s isometric hold on last rep) _____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x35sec_____x35sec_____x35sec_____x35sec   
B2.Alt. Plank Shoulder Taps _____x30_____x30_____x30_____x30  
C1.Band Facepull x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (** Keep traps down, squeeze from shoulder blades) 
C2.3 way Scapula Pulls ________x 15 ________ x15 __________ x 15 __________x15 
D1) .Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x15 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Alt Cossack Squat ______x 25 _______x 25 ________x25 ________x25 
   


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Steady State Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  







1.Steady State Run x 4 Miles in Running Shoes     Time: ____________ 
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   
 Ascending Pyramid 1ea –2ea –3ea –4ea –5ea –6ea –7ea –8ea –9ea –10ea _________= Total Time  


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Calves, IT Bands & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Brettzel Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Side Lying Thoracic Spine Rotation 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x 5 miles at a 13-15 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 40lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
- Rest/ Recover  
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WEEK 3   


Day 1: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run:   


4 x (1500m at fast pace), rest 1 min between 
4 x (300m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog), no rest between the 4 sets 
**Goal is to keep around the same time for each of the sets) 


2.Post Interval Run Cal Circuit:   
o Backpack Burpee Ground to Overhead x5 + Squat Jump x10 + Sit-ups x15 + Running man line jumps x 30 + 
Jumping Jacks x 30   


 Complete as many rounds as possible in 15 min __________= Rounds   
 Compete to better your rounds completed from last week!!  


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Lats, Scaps & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Hamstring Stretch 2x30sec (Option for band assisted)   
- Roll to Reach 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A.Goblet or Barbell Back Squat (2 count negative, 2 count pause at bottome)_____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
B.Weighted Pull-up _______1,  Rest 15s, _______1, Rest 15s _______1, Rest 15s 
B1.Goblet Reverse Lunge _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B2.Front Leaning Rest 4 x 60s 
B3) Dumbbell or Barbell Bench Press (2 count negative, 2 count pause at bottom) _______x8-10 _______x 8-10 _______x 8-10 
______x 8-10   
C1) Right Side Plank Hip Bounces 4 x 30s 
C2) Left Side Plank Hip Boundes 4 x 30s 
C3) Flutter Kicks 4 x 60s (**Keep low back against ground, do not let it arch**) 
D.Stationary Squat Hold x5 minutes Accumulated  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x3 Miles in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o o Air Squat x20 + Mountain Climbers x15 + Sit Up x10 + Pull Up x5   
 Max Rounds in 20 minutes __________= Total Rounds    


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Groin 2x15 passes each   
- Pigeon Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Leg Swings –Front to Back & Side to Side 2x10ea leg/ ea exercise   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Posted Single Leg Deadlift _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
A2.Z-press_____x15_____x15_____x15_____x15 
A3) Alt Reverse Lunge with Farmer Carry _____x30(total) _______x30(total) ________x30(total) __________x30 (total)  
B1.Foam Roller Glute Bridge Leg Curl _____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec   
B2.Backpack/other weighted object Overhead hold 4 x 2 min   
C1) Band Facepull x100 rep in as few sets as possible   
C2) 3 way Scapula Pulls ______x 20 ________x20 ________x20 ________x20 
D1). Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x20 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Deadlift Isometric Hold 4 x 1 min 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Steady State Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x 5 Miles in Running Shoes  
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   
 Pyramid 6ea –7ea –8ea –9ea –10ea –9ea –8ea –7ea –6ea _________= Total Time   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Calves, IT Bands & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Brettzel Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Side Lying Thoracic Spine Rotation 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x5-6 miles at a 12-14 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 45lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   







Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
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WEEK 4   


Day 1: Steady State or Kit Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.KIT Run in Running Shoes  (if you do not have a KIT or Weight vest, please lightly load a pair of backpacks and wear on front and 
back) 
         Repeat 4x:  
            400m < 1:30 (90s), 200m jog recovery 
            300m < 1:20 (80s), 100m sprint 
            300m < 1:20 (80s), 100m sprint 
            Rest 3 min 
 
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o 6 sets for max reps of: 30s backpack ground to overhead, rest 15s 
   6 sets for max reps of: 30s bodyweight get-ups, rest 15s 
   6 sets for max reps of: 30s goblet squat, rest 15s 
   6 sets for max reps of: 30s of 5 smurf jacks + 5 air squats, rest 15s 
   6 sets for max reps of: 30s mountain climbers, rest 15s 
   6 sets for max reps of: 30s hollow hold or sit-ups, rest 15s 


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: IT Bands, Calves & Feet 2x15 passes each   
- Side Lying Quad Stretch 2x30sec ea (Option for band assisted)   
- Foam Roller Thoracic Extension 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Front Squat (3 count negative) _____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10   
A2.Suspension Trainer Inverted Row (3 count negative)_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10   
A3. Chin-ups (3 count negative) _______x8-10 ________ x 8-10 ________ x8-10 __________ x8-10 
B1.Single Leg Romanian Deadlift (RDL) (5 count negative) _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B2.Dumbbell or Barbell Bench (3 count negative) _____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10   
C1..Band Pull Apart x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (**Keep traps down, squeezing at shoulder blades**) 
C2. Negative Push-up (6 count negative) ______ x8 _______ x 8________ x 8 ________ x 8 
D.Stationary Lunge Isometric Hold x 3 min/leg (accumulate)  
 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x20-25 minutes in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o Walking Lunge x10ea leg + Burpee x10   
 Max Rounds in 15 minutes __________= Total Rounds   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Scaps, Calves & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Saigon Squat Stretch 2x30sec   
- Down Dog to Pigeon Stretch 2x5ea side   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Single Arm Lat Pull Down_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x30sec_____x30sec_____x30sec_____x30sec   
B2.Dumbbell Arnold Press _____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
C.Band Pull Through x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (Standing) 
D1.Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x15 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Seated Military Press _____x12 ______x12 _________x12 ________x12 
E. Deadbug Iso Hold 4 x 45s/side 
 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run Day:   


200m at easy pace, 100m sprint               1200m at easy pace, 100m sprint              800m at easy pace, 100m sprint 
400m at easy pace, 100m sprint               1600m at easy pace, 100m sprint              600m at easy pace, 100m sprint 
600m at easy pace, 100m sprint               1600m at easy pace, 100m sprint              400m at easy pace, 100m sprint 
800m at easy pace, 100m sprint              1200m at easy pace, 100m sprint               200m at easy pace, 100m sprint   
1000m at easy pace, 100m sprint            1000m at easy pace, 100m sprint 







2.Post Interval Run Cal Circuit:   
o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   


 Descending Pyramid 10ea –9ea –8ea –7ea –6ea –5ea –4ea –3ea –2ea –1ea _________= Total Time    
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Prayer Stretch 2x30sec   
- Foam Roller Thread the Needle 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x5-6 miles at a 11-13 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 50lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
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WEEK 5   


Day 1: Steady State or Kit Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x25-30 minutes in Running Shoes with KIT OPTION  
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


48s toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
24 Overhead jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb plate/object) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
36 toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
18 Overhead jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb plate/object)  
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
24 toe taps to plate (10lb plate or 2in object) 
12 Overhead jumping split lunges FAST (10-25lb) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
12 toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
6 Overhead Jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: IT Bands, Calves & Feet 2x15 passes each   
- Side Lying Quad Stretch 2x30sec ea (Option for band assisted)   
- Foam Roller Thoracic Extension 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Barbell Back Squat (3 count negative, 2 count pause at bottom) _____x10-12_____x10-12_____x10-12_____x10-12   
A2.Single Arm Row _____x12/arm _____x 12/arm _____x 12/arm _____x 12/arm 
A3. Plate/Object Overhead Walking Lunge _______ x 30 steps _______ x 30 steps ________ x 30 steps _______ x 30 steps  
B1.KB/other weighted object windmills  _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B2. Dragon Flags (8 count negative) ________x 15 __________ x 15 __________ x 15 _________ x 15 
B3.Seated Dumbbell Single Arm Strict Press with Band   _____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
C1) Bent over/Lying Bat Wing Holds  4 xx 45s 
C2) Right arm forward push-ups _______ x 15 ________ x 15 _________ x 15 _______ x 15 
C3) Left arm forward push-ups ________ x 15 _________ x15 ________ x 15 ________ x 15  
D1) .Stationary Lunge Hold 4 x 1 min 
D2) Seated Leg Lifts _______ x 15 _______x 15 ________x15 ________x 15 
D3).Bodyweight Lateral Lunge x4min/ as many technically sound reps as pos  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x25-30 minutes in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   
o           Complete the following 4 min rounds:  


1) 8 rounds of 20s air squats, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min.  


2) 8 rounds of 20s strict pull-ups, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


3) 8 rounds of 20s burpees, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


4) 8 rounds of 20s bicycle crunches, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


5) 8 rounds of 20s chin over bar static hold, rest 10s   
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Scaps, Calves & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Saigon Squat Stretch 2x30sec   
- Down Dog to Pigeon Stretch 2x5ea side   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Rear foot elevated Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Tricep Pull Down (20s isometric hold on last rep) _____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea   
A3..Single Arm Db Military Press _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x35sec_____x35sec_____x35sec_____x35sec   
B2.Alt. Plank Shoulder Taps _____x30_____x30_____x30_____x30  
C1.Band Facepull x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (** Keep traps down, squeeze from shoulder blades) 
C2.3 way Scapula Pulls ________x 15 ________ x15 __________ x 15 __________x15 
D1) .Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x15 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Alt Cossack Squat ______x 25 _______x 25 ________x25 ________x25   
E).Band Facepull x50 rep w/ 3ct in + 3ct out   
  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   







- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run Day:   


4 Rounds:  
     400m fast, rest 1 min, 150m controlled sprint, rest 5 min 
3 Rounds:  
     8 x 100m fast, 30s walk, rest 3 min  


2.Post Interval Run Cal Circuit:   
o Pull Up x5 + Sit Up x10 + Push Up x15   


 10 Rounds for Time __________= Total Time   
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Prayer Stretch 2x30sec   
- Foam Roller Thread the Needle 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x6-8 miles at a 11-13 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 50lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
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WEEK 6  
 


 


Day 1: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run:   


4 x (1500m at fast pace), rest 1 min between 
4 x (300m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog), no rest between the 4 sets 
**Goal is to keep around the same time for each of the sets) 


2.Post Interval Run Cal Circuit:   
o Backpack Burpee Ground to Overhead x5 + Squat Jump x10 + Sit-ups x15 + Running man line jumps x 30 + 
Jumping Jacks x 30   


 Complete as many rounds as possible in 15 min __________= Rounds   
 Compete to better your rounds completed from last week!!  


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Lats, Scaps & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Hamstring Stretch 2x30sec (Option for band assisted)   
- Roll to Reach 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A.Goblet or Barbell Back Squat (2 count negative, 2 count pause at bottome)_____x6_____x6_____x6_____x6  
B.Weighted Pull-up _______5,  Rest 15s, _______5, Rest 15s _______5, Rest 15s 
B1.Goblet Reverse Lunge _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B2.Front Leaning Rest 4 x 90s 
B3) Dumbbell or Barbell Bench Press (2 count negative, 2 count pause at bottom) _______x8 _______x 8 _______x 8 ______x 8   
C1) Right Side Plank Hip Bounces 4 x 45s 
C2) Left Side Plank Hip Boundes 4 x 45s 
C3) Flutter Kicks 4 x 60s (**Keep low back against ground, do not let it arch**) 
D.Stationary Squat Hold x5 minutes Accumulated  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x 45min  in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o o Air Squat x20 + Mountain Climbers x15 + Sit Up x10 + Pull Up x5   
 Max Rounds in 20 minutes __________= Total Rounds    


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Groin 2x15 passes each   
- Pigeon Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Leg Swings –Front to Back & Side to Side 2x10ea leg/ ea exercise   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Posted Single Leg Deadlift _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Z-press_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10_____x8-10 
A3) Alt Reverse Lunge with Farmer Carry _____x30(total) _______x30(total) ________x30(total) __________x30 (total)  
B1.Foam Roller Glute Bridge Leg Curl _____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec   
B2.Backpack/other weighted object Overhead hold 4 x 5 min   
C1) Band Facepull x100 rep in as few sets as possible   
C2) 3 way Scapula Pulls ______x 20 ________x20 ________x20 ________x20 
D1). Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x20 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Deadlift Isometric Hold 4 x 1 min 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Steady State Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x 5 Miles in Running Shoes  
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   
 Pyramid 6ea –7ea –8ea –9ea –10ea –9ea –8ea –7ea –6ea _________= Total Time   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Calves, IT Bands & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Brettzel Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Side Lying Thoracic Spine Rotation 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x5-6 miles at a 12-14 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 55lb Dry  







2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







WEEK 7 
 


 


Day 1: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Testing: Test your max reps on the following 3 exercises. You should notice your endurance and reps have gone up from initial 
week of testing   


o Push Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Sit Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Pull Up __________= Max Reps in 1 Minute   


2.Aerobic Capacity Run:   
- 200m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog 
  400m at moderate pace, 200m easy jog 
  600m at moderate pace, 300m easy jog 
  600m at moderate pace, 300m easy jog 
  400m at moderate pace, 200m easy jog 
  200m at moderate pace, 100m easy jog 
 Total:3600m 


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Lats, Scaps & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Hamstring Stretch 2x30sec (Option for band assisted)   
- Roll to Reach 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Front Squat (3 count negative) _____x6_____x6_____x6_____x6   
A2.Suspension Trainer Inverted Row (3 count negative)_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
A3. Chin-ups (3 count negative) _______x 5-7 ________ x 5-7 ________ x 5-7 __________ x 5-7 
B1.Single Leg Romanian Deadlift (RDL) (5 count negative) _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
B2.Dumbbell or Barbell Bench (3 count negative) _____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8_____x6-8   
C1..Band Pull Apart x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (**Keep traps down, squeezing at shoulder blades**) 
C2. Negative Push-up (6 count negative) ______ x 5 _______ x 5 ________ x 5 ________ x 5 
D.Stationary Lunge Isometric Hold x 3 min/leg (accumulate)  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x 60 min  IN BOOTS  Miles: __________ 
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o Air Squat x20 + Mountain Climbers x15 + Sit Up x10 + Pull Up x5   
 Max Rounds in 15minutes __________= Total Rounds   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Groin 2x15 passes each   
- Pigeon Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Leg Swings –Front to Back & Side to Side 2x10ea leg/ ea exercise   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Single Arm Lat Pull Down_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec   
B2.Dumbbell Arnold Press _____x8_____x8_____x8_____x8  
C.Band Pull Through x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (Standing) 
D.Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x15 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side on rep 
15 


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Steady State Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x6 Miles in Running Shoes        Time: ____________ 
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Pull Up + Sit Up + Push Up   
 Descending Pyramid 10ea –9ea –8ea –7ea –6ea –5ea –4ea –3ea –2ea –1ea _________= Total Time  


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Calves, IT Bands & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Brettzel Stretch 2x30sec ea side   
- Side Lying Thoracic Spine Rotation 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x 8 miles at a 13-15 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 55lb Dry  







2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
- Rest/ Recover  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







WEEK 8 
 


 


Day 1: Steady State or Kit Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x45 minutes in Running Shoes with KIT OPTION  
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


48s toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
24 Overhead jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb plate/object) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
36 toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
18 Overhead jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb plate/object)  
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
24 toe taps to plate (10lb plate or 2in object) 
12 Overhead jumping split lunges FAST (10-25lb) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 
12 toe taps to plate (10lb or 2in object) 
6 Overhead Jumping split lunges-FAST (10-25lb) 
1 min walking lunges (slow, recovery) 


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: IT Bands, Calves & Feet 2x15 passes each   
- Side Lying Quad Stretch 2x30sec ea (Option for band assisted)   
- Foam Roller Thoracic Extension 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Barbell Back Squat _____x5-7_____x5-7_____x5-7_____x5-7  
A2.Single Arm Row _____x5-7/arm _____x 5-7/arm _____x 5-7/arm _____x 5-7/arm 
A3. Plate/Object Overhead Walking Lunge _______ x 30 steps _______ x 30 steps ________ x 30 steps _______ x 30 steps  
B1.KB/other weighted object windmills  _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
B2. Dragon Flags (8 count negative) ________x 15 __________ x 15 __________ x 15 _________ x 15 
B3.Seated Dumbbell Single Arm Strict Press with Band   _____x12_____x12_____x12_____x12   
C1) Bent over/Lying Bat Wing Holds  4 x 1 min 
C2) Right arm forward push-ups _______ x 25 ________ x 25 _________ x 25 _______ x 25 
C3) Left arm forward push-ups ________ x 25 _________ x25 ________ x 25 ________ x 25  
D1) .Stationary Lunge Hold 4 x 1 min/side 
D2) Seated Leg Lifts _______ x 25 _______x 25________x25 ________x 25 
D3).Bodyweight Lateral Lunge x4min/ as many technically sound reps as pos  


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Trail Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Trail Run x 60 minutes in Boots  
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   
o           Complete the following 4 min rounds:  


1) 8 rounds of 20s air squats, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min.  


2) 8 rounds of 20s strict pull-ups, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


3) 8 rounds of 20s burpees, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


4) 8 rounds of 20s bicycle crunches, rest 10s 
Rest 2 min 


5) 8 rounds of 20s chin over bar static hold, rest 10s   
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Scaps, Calves & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Saigon Squat Stretch 2x30sec   
- Down Dog to Pigeon Stretch 2x5ea side   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Rear foot elevated Split Squat _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
A2.Band Tricep Pull Down (20s isometric hold on last rep) _____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea_____x15ea   
A3..Single Arm Db Military Press _____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea_____x8ea   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec   
B2.Alt. Plank Shoulder Taps _____x1min_____x1min_____x1min_____x1min  
C1.Band Facepull x100 rep in as few sets as possible  (** Keep traps down, squeeze from shoulder blades) 
C2.3 way Scapula Pulls ________x 25 ________ x25 __________ x 25 __________x25 
D1) .Band or Cable Pallof Press + Hold (Kneeling, Glute Bridge, Lunge, Standing) 4x20 slow and controlled + 30sec hold ea side  on 
rep 15 
D2) Alt Cossack Squat (Barbell, Goblet, Sandbag, any weighted object) ______x 10 _______x 10 ________x10 ________x10   
E).Band Facepull x50 rep w/ 3ct in + 3ct out   
  







Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Interval Run & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Interval Run Day:   


4 Rounds:  
     400m fast, rest 1 min, 150m controlled sprint, rest 5 min 
3 Rounds:  
     8 x 100m fast, 30s walk, rest 3 min  


2.Post Interval Run Cal Circuit:   
o Pull Up x5 + Sit Up x10 + Push Up x15   


 10 Rounds for Time __________= Total Time   
3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   


- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Prayer Stretch 2x30sec   
- Foam Roller Thread the Needle 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x6-8 miles at a 11-13 minute per mile pace in OCP & Boots at 60lb Dry  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 







Week 9 (Deload/ Testing Week)   


Day 1: Steady State & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Steady State Run x 30-45 minutes   
2.Post Run Cal Circuit:   


o Inverted Row x15 + Sit Up x10 + Split Squat x5ea + Jump Rope x50 contacts   
 Max Rounds in 10 Minutes __________= Total Rounds   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: IT Bands, Calves & Feet 2x15 passes each   
- Side Lying Quad Stretch 2x30sec ea (Option for band assisted)   
- Foam Roller Thoracic Extension 2x10   


Day 2: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Squat _____x15_____x15_____x15   
A2.Suspension Trainer Inverted Row (Weighted) _____x12_____x12_____x12 
 B1.Romanian Deadlift (RDL & Double Leg) _____x8_____x8_____x8   
B2.Incline Db or Bb Bench _____x15_____x15_____x15   
C.Band Pull Apart x50 rep ea vertical & horizontal   
D.Bodyweight Lateral Lunge x4min/ As many technically sound reps as possible   


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Limber 11 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 3: Run Test & Calisthenics + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Run Testing: 3 mile Run for Time __________= Total Time 
2.Post Trail Run Cal Circuit:   


o Walking Lunge x10ea leg + Burpee x10   
 5 Rounds for Time __________= Total Time   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Scaps, Calves & Glutes 2x15 passes each   
- Saigon Squat Stretch 2x30sec   
- Down Dog to Pigeon Stretch 2x5ea side   


Day 4: Total Body Lift + Injury Reduction Protocol  
A1.Goblet or Barbell Split Squat _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
A2.Tricep Pull Down_____x45sec_____x45sec_____x45sec   
B1.Suspension Trainer Leg Curl _____x15_____x15_____x15- 3ct curl in + 3ct curl out ea rep  
B2.Single Arm Db Military Press _____x10ea_____x10ea_____x10ea   
C.Band Facepull x50 rep w/ 3ct in + 3ct out   
D.Deadbug 4x10ea   


Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Agile 8 (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 5: Calisthenics Testing & Interval Run + Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Testing: Test your max reps on the following 3 exercises   


o Push Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Sit Up __________= Max Reps in 2 Minute   
o Pull Up __________= Max Reps in 1 Minute   


2.Interval Run Day:   
- 4x800m with Work to Rest Ratio 1:1 (120sec run time = 120sec rest period)   


3.Injury Reduction Protocol (IRP):   
- Foam Roll: Hams, Quads & Hip Flexors 2x15 passes each   
- Prayer Stretch 2x30sec   
- Foam Roller Thread the Needle 2x10ea side   


Day 6: Ruck & Injury Reduction Protocol  
1.Ruck x1 Hour for Max Distance in OCP & Boots at 50lb Dry (Should be over 4 Miles)  
2.Yoga x20minutes (Get on YouTube and follow along to video or click on hyperlink)   


Day 7:   
Rest/ Recover  
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		So what are the functions of morning hard-ons you may be asking?





